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A shoe for runners who are 
murder on running shoes.
% % %
7
The New Balance 555 is designed for people who are tough on 
running shoes, or who do their running in areas that are 
tough on shoes. With a unique carbon rubber houndstooth 
outersole and combination-lasted design, it's the most durable 
running shoe New Balance has ever made.
Available in a variety of widths. = .
new balance
(i OLYnPiM
555
YOUR RUNNING SHOE 
HEADQUARTERS FOR:-
new balance
P.O. Box 259, E. Holden, Me. 04429
I think you just opened the biggest 
issue of Maine Running ever. The clubs 
have really taken to the club reports. 
Many of Maine’s colleges have sent 
information about their cross country 
teams, and Ed Rice has contributed an 
eye opening article on Peter Millard.
I tried to encourage the clubs to 
address the topic of beginning racing 
and received an excellent account by 
Gary Schultz of not only his first 
race but the first hill in that first 
race. I remember Holland St. hill 
in Bangor in about the same way.
Many of the recognizable runners 
on this month’s cover have been in 
many races and the picture may not 
depict beginning racers but what a 
race to begin on - the classic Good 
Sports Run to the Coast. In the 
five year history of this great race 
never has there been a field like 
we saw this year. It was great to 
see runners in large groups from 
every part of the state. Rob and 
Cathy Jarratt’s good karma is start-
ing to come back to them. Read 
Bill Peabody’s account of this 
year’s event in the At The Races 
column.
I had so much material submitted 
for printing this month that I’ll 
have to hold off on several excel-
lent articles. If you’re looking 
for something, and it isn’t here, 
rest assured it will be in next 
month.
Rick Krause is embarking on a 
great adventure. He is going to 
spend the next three years compil-
ing a history of running in Maine.
Let’s all give him a hand and a 
bon voyage.
Look at all the stars in the 
calendar. Maine’s finest road 
races are at hand, so enjoy your 
autumn.
OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER CALENDARS 2-3
Autumn Gold through the Gasping Gobbler 
with Ben’s, the Pumpkin, Casco and the Ultra
PETER MILLARD 4
Ed Rice’s interview with the young
doctor on philosophy and running.
CLUB NEWS
What’s happening with MTC, MSRC, the 
Ramblers, CMS, the Pen Bay folk, and 
the county crowd.
COLLEGE NEWS
St. Joe’s is up to their old tricks and 
Unity is trying to keep it all together.
Read about USM, UMO, Bowdoin and Bates 
AT THE RACES
We even have an article first printed in 
a Florida running club newsletter. Read 
about a flatlander at Schoodic Point.
THE PACK
A record 11 full pages of race results.
And there are more piling up here at 
home for next month.
Maine Running is published monthly in 
Bangor, Maine.
Editor/Publisher: Robert Booker
PO Box 259 
E. Holden, Me.
04429
Telephone: (207) 843-6262
Contributors: Deke Talbot, Skip Howard,
Dr. John Frachella, Liz Moulin, Bob 
Coughlin, Ed Rice, Loren Ritchie, Larry 
Mangus, Conrad Walton, Tom Swan, Bob 
Jolicoeur, Sterling LeBlanc, Dennis 
Morrill, Brian Gillespie, Larry Allen,
Rick Krause, Gene Roy and many more.
I thank you all for making this maga-
zine truly a "Maine” running magazine.
Got an urge to write? How about con-
tributing something to MR.
2 4TH ANNUAL QUAKER HILL CHALLENGE 10K. See flyer and letter
at College Report section.
2 *AUTUMN GOLD* State Championship Individual & Team 20K Road
Race. See flyer in September issue or contact: Ellsworth 
C of C, PO Box 267, Ellsworth, Me. 04605. Start: 10:00 a.m.
2 USM LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI RACE. Open to USM Law School students
and alumni only.
2 UMPI HOMECOMING 5K. 10:00 a.m. Contact: Larry Mangus at
455-8065
2 *RICHMOND RAMBLE* 10K race from Richmond Waterfront Park at 
10 a.m. There will be a Citizen’s Bike Race in conjunction 
with this traditional race this year. $5.00 donation. T-shirt 
to first 75 entries. Prizes for 1st and 2nd in 5 age group 
categories. Contact: Linda McNett, Post Road, Bowdoinham, 
Maine 04008
3 PISCATAQUIS DISTRICT YMCA FALL CLASSIC RUN. 2:00 p.m. from 
SeDoMoCha Jr. H.S., Harrison Ave., Dover-Foxcroft, Maine.
3 mile course. $2 pre and $3 post. Contact: Piscataquis 
District YMCA, 34 East Main St., Dover-Foxcroft, Me. 04426
9 DIAL HELP ROAD RACE. 4.35 mile course from the Community
Health & Counseling Services, 43 Illinois Ave., Bangor, Me. 
at 9:00 a.m. $5.00 entry. T-shirts to all finishers.
Contact: Dial Help 947-6143 or 1-800-432-7810
9 ST. JOSEPH HOSPITAL FALL RUN. See flyer.
10 LINCOLN FALL CLASSIC 5K. 3:00 p.m. see flyer in September
issue or contact: Mike Salvato, Mattanawcook J.H.S., Lincoln 
Maine 04457 or call 794-8935
10 5TH ANNUAL 5.5 MILE FALL FOLIAGE FOOT RACE. 1:00 p.m. at
Harbor House. Contact: Marty Lyons at 244-3713
10 SAMOSET PEN BAY CLASSIC. 5 Miler & 5K Contact: Sterling
LeBlanc, 14 Melrose Circle, Rockland, Me. 04841 or see flyer 
in September issue. Should prove to be a classic event!
Could running be better anywhere but in Maine?
ro “Sporting Goods for All Seasons'Good Sports
3 Pleasant St Brunswick
10 MAINE RUNNING & FITNESS DAY 10K. 10:00 a.m. at the
Racquetball Club of Southern Maine in Sanford. Contact: 
Katherine Henderson, PO Box 860, Sanford, Me. 04073
16 JOHN BURRIDGE MEMORIAL ROAD RACE. A 10K race from the 
Eliot Town Hall, State Rd., Eliot, Maine. $3 pre - $4 
post. T-shirts to first 100 finishers. Trophies to 
first 3 finishers in 4 age categories. Contact: C.
Burridge, 83 Philbrick Ave., Kittery, Me. 03904
17 *CASCO BAY MARATHON* Charlie Porter says there were over 
550 entrants as of Sep 12th. About 15 have run sub 2:40 
Come run in Maine’s biggest marathon! Contact: Casco
Bay Marathon, PO Box 3172, Portland, Me. 04104 or see flyer 
in September issue.
24 *GREAT PUMPKIN* The date has been moved up so no one will
have to miss this great race or Benjamin's. MSRC will 
once again do their outstanding job in catering to the 
runner’s every wish and need. Contact: Marathon Sports 
Running Club, 8 Colonial Dr., Saco, Me. 04072. Tac certified!
30 WESTBROOK KIWANIS CLUB 5 MILE ROAD RACE. 10:00 a.m. start 
from Westbrook Rec. Dept. See flyer.
31 ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE HALLOWEEN CLASSIC 3 MILE RUN. 10 a.m. 
from St. Joe’s in North Windham. Everyone must wear a mask 
or costume. See display ad in this issue!
31 *BENJAMIN’S 10,000 METER ROAD RACE* Greg Meyer has agreed to
come and push Bruce Bickford, Andy Palmer, Vinnie Fleming,
Bob Hodge, Tim Donovan (28:51 PR). Either Nancy Conz or 
American marathon record holder Joan Benoit will lead Judy 
St. Hilaire and Karen Dunn in the women’s field. Come run!
See flyer in September issue, display ad or write: Ben’s 10K 
24 Parkview Ave., Bangor, Me. 04401. Limited to first 500!
7 THE SEMPER FIVE. 1:00p.m. in Topsham. See Flyer
7 WISCASSET VETERANS MEMORIAL ROAD RACE. 1:00 p.m. in Wiscasset
See Flyer
7 RUN FOR YOUR LIFE ROAD RACE. 12:30 p.m. in Manchester.
See Flyer.
7 *WALDO COUNTY CHALLENGE* 2 person team triathlon. See Flyer.
11 ELKS VETERAN’S DAY ROAD RACE. h marathon and 5K 10:00 a.m. in
Augusta. See Flyer
14 *ROWDY ULTRA 50 MILE RACE* Starts at 7:30 a.m. in Brunswick.
For information send SASE to: Sam Butcher, P.0. Box 297, 
Brunswick Me. 04011
25 *4TH ANNUAL GASPING GOBBLER 10K* A Thanksgiving Tradition.
10 a.m. start from the Augusta Civic Center. 2 Miler too.
See flyer.
27 THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY CLASSIC 4 mile run from the Portland
Expo at 11:00 a.m. $2 pre - $3 post. Merchandise awards 
Contact: George Towle, 17 Thomas St., Portland, Me. 04102
or call 773-8634.
HALLOWEEN CLASSIC
10 AM - OCT. 31st
St. Joseph’s College 
North Windham
ALL RUNNERS MUST WEAR A MASK OR A COSTUME
(l.)Report to gym to sign up for race — $3.00 entry fee.
Race Director: Brian Gillespie
AWARDS — Merchandise & Trophies
Men 17-29 (5); Women 17-29 (5); Men 30-34 (3); Women 30-39 (3); Men 35-39 (3);
Men 40-44 (3); Men 45-49 (3); Men 50 & over (3); Women 40-49 (3); Women 50 & over; 
Boys 16 & under (3); Girls 16 & under (3); Boys 12 & under (3); Girls 12 & under (3); 
Boys 10 & under (3); Girls 10 & under (3); Youngest and oldest finisher.
St. Joseph male students (10); St. Joseph female students (10); St. Joseph faculty/staff (5) 
SPECIAL AWARDS — 3 Best Masks — 3 Best Costumes
by Ed Rice
Ho Medical 'Run-Around' 
With Dr. Peter Millard
Dr. Peter Millard, a superb runner of roads who qualified for the 1980 United 
States Olympic trials in the marathon, occasionally finds himself at odds with 
the "running" habits of his fellow physicians.
A pained smile on his face Millard enacts the scenario. "You know the type... 
(nodding his head rapidly while at the same time backing away in equally hasty 
retreat)—always moving on to the next patient, barely showing concern for the 
patient right there talking about a problem."
As he does so efficiently with a pair of running shoes upon his feet, Peter 
Millard prefers running forward.
The Windham native, a graduate of Amherst College and the University of Ver-
mont Medical School, is now doing an intern residency at the Family Practice 
Center of the Eastern Maine Medical Center in Bangor. As personable as he is 
thoughtful and idealistic, Dr. Millard clearly relishes this new role of having 
"my own patients." Yet one element of the internship has him bothered.
"It’s said in Family Practice that you have to see eight to ten patients in 
an hour... that1s one patient every six minutes. How can you possibly hear every-
thing you need to hear from everyone who comes to see you? How, once you have 
your own practice, can you see 50 people in one day and come to an understanding 
of their problems. It's crazy," he says.
Sound like the idealistic ruminations of a young physician who'll change his 
tune a little further down the road?
Not likely. Peter Millard's "track record" shows lots of evidence of thought-
ful reflection followed by purposeful training. The 28-year-old running doctor 
has made a practice of just putting one foot down in front of the other and then 
spiritedly moving on.
Running, however, did first enter into his life by accident. Laughing he 
remembers that, as a junior high school-aged youth, "I became a runner because 
I wasn't any good at soccer." Encouraged to take up running he became, he says 
matter-of-factly, "an instant success. I was always very small, always late in 
maturing...but I had the guts for running."
Millard went to Cheverus High School in Portland, long known for its excellent 
runners, and for four years Millard was a key member of one of the state's best 
track teams. Still, he learned disappointment ea^Ly. In his first season the 
highly-regarded Cheverus team nearly won the state championship but, Millard 
recalls, seemed to "burn out" right at the end of the year. "I learned right 
then that you don't push hard all the time. That year we did speed workouts 
each and every day...and we all crashed." Yet state championship glory came 
to Millard and Cheverus in 1971, as Peter captured the individual 1000-yard 
title.
With his superb academic standing and outstanding running ability and potential 
Peter simply notes that he "could have had my pick" of the top-ranked college 
running programs. But right at this time he chose to turn away from running. He 
chose a college - prestigious Amherst - based solely on academics.
He explains: "I've always loved to run, but I've always had a tremendous 
ambivalence about running. I enjoy the physical and psycholofical benefits 
derived from running. I enjoy being recognized for my personal accomplishments. 
It is a big deal to me to put my whole soul into something and strive for ex-
cellence. I know, for instance, that I'm now in the period where I'm running 
the fastest that I'll be able to run in my whole life; that I can get the most, 
right now, out of my whole body.
"Still, I don’t want to see running become such an attraction that it’s all
1 think about. I’ve seen running take over peoples' entire lives. They tune 
out all other things. All they want to talk about is running. But there’s so 
much more...like ’What do you owe to other people?’" the physician remarks.
And so, at Amherst, Peter Millard began a pattern he has continued over the 
years: of taking time off from running, even as much as a year or so.
He says simply, "I don’t want running to ever take up so much time that it 
can fry the mind. You can take this to the point where you can’t even find 
the time or the inclination to write letters or read a magazine."
The idea of getting into medicine, initially, didn’t require such lucid con-
centration. "I kind of fell into it," he recalls, laughing, adding that "my 
attitude was something like ’What’s the toughest thing around?’ I was also 
influenced by friends around me who were interested in medicine."
And even upon graduation from Amherst Peter Millard still wasn’t certain 
medicine was for him. He decided a severe test was required. Thus, rather 
than immediately enter medical school, he took a year off and traveled to 
South America "to think it over," while working in an Indian hospital in Bolivia
The experience was a real eye-opener for him. By his own evaluation he was 
"green...I didn’t know very much." At a lecture fairly soon after his arrival 
at the Indian hospital a physician held up an x-ray and asked Peter to assess 
it. Peter told the doctor he didn't know what was wrong. The physician per-
sisted, insisting that Peter could give an evaluation. After repeatedly re-
plying that he didn’t know Peter finally offered a wild guess, suggesting a 
collapsed lung. The physician smiled, punctuating the embarrassing episode 
with the comment that the x-ray was perfectly normal!
"I knew from my pre-med course that I didn’t know anything and that this 
was the kind of experience which could tell me if I wanted really to be a 
doctor," he recalls. Initially his duties ranged from taking blood pressure 
and changing diapers to making the tour of patients with the nurses and doing 
other simple tasks as a sort of glorified medical student. After three months 
his Spanish had improved right along with his knowledge and he was attending 
conferences and fitting right into a daily regimen. The meager facilities - 
there was no running water in the pediatrics wing, for instance - did not prove 
discouraging.
"I was learning that the barefoot health promoter exists and can make a 
difference. People can learn from other people how to cure themselves... and 
even the peasants in the country can be taught common sense medicine, which is 
what 90 percent of medicine is anyway," he recalls.
During the latter stages of his stay in Bolivia he served in a community 
hospital, earning $1 a day for food (laughing, he recalls he even "made a 
profit" from that expense money). And when he returned to the U.S. he enter-
ed the University of Vermont Medical School in September of 1977 fully de-
termined and prepared to work into the profession of medical doctor.
During his first year of medical school Peter won a local road race, "kicking 
the butt" of fellow medical student Kurt Lauenstein. The decisive victory 
made fast friends and competitors of the two. Lauenstein, well known in Maine 
for his several victories in the Portland-based Casco Bay Marathon, served a 
residency at the Promis Clinic in Hampden and has recently moved on to another 
health care facility in North Carolina.
During their med school days the two fixed upon a shared goal in running: 
for in 1979 both began talking and training in earnest to qualify for the 1980 
Olympic trials in the marathon. In order to do so a competitor had to have 
competed in a sanctioned 26.2 mile road race during the year and run it in
2 hours 21 minutes and 54 seconds, or faster. Both tried qualifying a couple
of times during 1979, but without success. "It came down to the last qualifier, 
Boston 1980, and we had our backs to the wall," Millard remembers.
On that marathon run day, Lauenstein went out fast early, maintained pace and 
easily eclipsed the qualifying time. Millard waited to begin his push, near 
the Boston Marathon’s famed Heartbreak Hill area, and then began passing people 
on a hard drive to the finish. He crossed the finish line in a recorded 2 hours
21 minutes and 55 seconds, just one second over the Olympic trials cutoff point. 
After the marathon Peter wrote the Olympic officials noting, among other things, 
that at Boston he lost far more than one second just reaching the starting line 
after the gun sounded. Olympic officials responded quickly, noting that Millard 
had most certainly earned his invitation and was granted it.
Both Lauenstein and Millard had no illusions of grandeur as far as the Olympic 
trials themselves were concerned: both merely wanted to qualify and then share 
the thrill of competing with America’s best in the event. For Lauenstein dis-
appointment lay ahead: he suffered injury and could not race. For Millard the 
trials were fun. "After Boston I’d met my goal. I wanted to enjoy life and 
relax. It was fun to be around so many great athletes. Just before the mara-
thon at the trials I shared a stall right next to Tony Sandoval (eventual winner).
I talked to him...nothing heavy. I wanted to mention that I was a medical student 
too, but decided not to...I didn’t want to disturb his concentration," he remembers 
On a hot day Millard decided to gamble and run hard. "I wanted to do well, but 
just fell apart," he says. Yet he completed the Buffalo, N.Y. course in 2 hours
22 munutes and 40 seconds and enjoyed the thrill of passing such well-known run-
ners as Olympic champion Frank Shorter and Kirk Pfeiffer.
Recently Millard was considered the favorite for Bangor’s annual Paul Bunyan 
Marathon, based on previous best times submitted by the entrants. Yet all mara-
thoners know there are too many factors involved, with a race distance that is 
much to long to gauge, to so routinely pick a race favorite and expect victory.
OOn a very humid day ("definitely not to my liking") Peter finished third, to 
winner Henri Bouchard.
Dr. Millard is more than pleased to allow road racer Millard his opportunity 
for fun these days. "It’s still fun running against the best guys and going 
for good times," he says, but notes that he’d run even if there weren’t races. 
"Running is still an important part of my life and I think I’ll probably do it 
the rest of my life. I know I hate it when I begin to feel like a slouch, or 
gain 20 pounds!"
Being on call, in a profession that can involve up to 100 hours of your week, 
means a very varied training routine. "I’ll go out when I can, morning, noon 
or night. I only miss one or two days a week generally."
Yet running goals aren’t a part of the future picture. "I’m not sure I want 
to wrestle with an attempt at running a 2-hour, 19-minute marathon. Is it worth 
the sacrifice? Is it worth that kind of expenditure of time when I might be 
working on the peace movement, working on my car, working on my garden, doing 
my job better, spending time with my wife?" he rhetorically questions.
The future offers some exciting new paths to try. Peter and his wife are 
expecting their first child this fall. Further, the Orono resident has already 
begun thinking about what he’d like to do once he’s out on his own as a physician.
"I’ve been thinking I’d like to practice medicine in a Latin American country... 
maybe Nicarauea," he says. It should be noted that Dr. Millard is an idealist, 
but he’s not crazy! Countries like Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador are out of the 
question as possible sites - and all other countries with military dictatorships. 
"I’d like to be somebody who could go in and help train local people. I think 
I’d be bored silly in a private practice," he says.
AT THE RACES Joe McGuire set a torrid pace to win in 
Barry McLaughlin
Course records fall in Castine
McPherson Race Deemed Success
It was a day for new records in 
the Second Annual Castine Twosome 
and Open Road Race.
Harold and Andrea Hatch of Cas-
tine bettered last year’s best 
time by 45 seconds in winning the 
twosome competition, Peter Millard 
of Orono broke Hatch’s course re-
cord by more than a minute, and 
Robin Emery of Lamoine trimmed 34 
seconds off the women’s course 
record with a time of 31:36.
The Hatches covered the 5.1 mile 
course in a combined time of 61:07. 
Second in the twosome competition 
were Vaughn Holyoke of Brewer and 
Robin Emery with a time of 62:25; 
and third were Mark Hatch of Castine 
and Nancy Sullivan of Marshfield, 
Mass., at 63:03.
But it was Millard, a young EMMC 
physician, who had the spectators 
buzzing as he ran the course in a 
time of 25:48, finishing more than 
a minute ahead of second place run-
ner Chris Holt of Ellsworth. Mark 
Hatch was third to finish and Harold 
Hatch was fourth among the indivi-
dual runners.
Castine Patriot
The Holbrook Recreation Department held 
the first annual Rod McPherson Memorial 5K 
Road Race September 11th in Brewer with 151 
entries.
Peter Millard of Orono was the overall 
winner of the race with a time of 15:14.
The first female finisher was Lona Wright 
of Rockland with a time of 21:12. Both of 
the runners received a Boston rocking chair 
symbolic of being the first male and female 
of the race.
The race was sponsored by Coca Cola Bot-
tling Company of Bangor, along with Trophy 
World of Bangor and the Athletic Attic.
A great deal of appreciation should ge 
to the Brewer Jaycees who donated a lot of 
time and effort to make the Rod McPherson 
Memorial 5K as big a success as it was. 
Plans are now being developed for the 2nd 
annual race to be held next year.
Bill MacManus 
Race Director
Pickering Wharf 10k Features Maineiacs
Lobster Logs Victory
Results of the BASH 1.5 meter 
Lobster race held at Cutler in 
conjunction with the Blueberry 
Run. The winner was Hickman’s 
Pride (Roberta Hickman, owner & 
trainer) in a time of 11.79 seconds.
Deke Talbot 
Crawl Director
McGuire Sets A Torrid Pace
Bill Rodgers had to work hard to out-
distance Hank Pfeifle of Kennebunk to 
win this Salem, MA classic on Aug 17th.
Bill turned in a 29:43 to Hank’s 29:53. 
Other notables were:
3. Falen 30:20
4. Paul Hammond 30:39
9. John Keller 31:48
10. Danny Paul 31:59
30. Lawson Noyes 33:48
Pete Connolly 35:33
Bob Coughlin 35:38
Dave Paul 42:09
Francine Currier 51:45*
They let some people from Massachusetts
run too.
Danny Paul
5K the Y Way GrowsThe First Annual Flatiron 5.0 was 
held Labor Day in conjunction with 
Sherman "Old Home Days”. A field 
of forty runners attempted the 
scenic loop above Sherman.
This was only the second year of the Old 
Town-Orono YMCA’s "5K the Y Way". The
race grew in size from 92 entrants 
in 1981 to 107 entrants in 1982. 
Children 12 & under enter free.
The emphasis at our race is on 
having a good time and finishing.
We like to see everyone as a winner 
so we give out many awards! We try 
to keep it very low keyed. We have 
10 age categories 1st - 3rd in both 
male and female divisions plus 
prize drawings following the race 
for certificates and merchandise 
from local merchants. Our oldest 
finisher for the 2nd year was Harry 
Trask (65) and our youngest finisher 
was Zaxen Krause (5). We had 26 
different cities and towns represent-
ed this year.
Kim Damien 
Race Director
Flanders Up To Usual Self
In the Carroll Reed 3 Miler.. 
Kennie Flanders was his usual self, 
turning in his typical sterling per-
formance on a demanding course. 
Kennie led from start to finish, 
as is his style. He was pushed for 
the first mile and a half by last 
year’s winner John Keller who 
eventually fell back to 5th place.
The field was very competative 
for a 3 mile race with such speed-
sters as Doug Ingersoll, Paul Ham-
mond, Jay Haug and Brian Pettingill.
This particular race also had its 
share of first time runners, with 
some fine performances being posted 
in the various age categories.
There continues to be a great 
deal of interest in the shorter 
races in the Portland area as is 
evidenced by the 153 registrants 
in this race.
Carroll Reed donated trophies, 
shirts and gift certificates and 
should be praised for their con-
tinued support of running in the 
Portland area.
Arnie Clark 
Race Director
Caribou Labor Day Bigger Than Ever
The 109 entrants was down a little 
from previous, but was offset by in-
creased participation, in other events 
of the Labor Day Sports Festival.
Two new events were added this year. 
A \ mile Viking Race Walk for age div-
isions grades 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8 was 
extremely successful. An 8 mile bike 
race and tour was also started. In-
terest was limited but we expect it to 
go in the coming years.
ATTENDANCE FIGURES FOR 1982
Road Race 109
Viking Run 120 
Viking Walk 67 
Bike Race 17
Walk for Health 10
Total 32?
MUSTERDS DO WELL IN DEMI
Musterds also did well at the annual
St. Francis Demi-Marathon, 
slowed by a stiff head wind.
Times were
1. Conrad Walton 1:16:37
2. Paul Libby 1:19:06
3. Dan Bondeson 1:19:20
4. Herm Pelletier 1:19:42
9. Bob Duprey 1:27
I have been accepted at the N.Y. marathon 
If I recover soon enough I hope to make 
Ben’s 10K.
Best wishes
Conrad Walton
Werner ’’the Burner” on Munjoy Hill
Enclosed are Munjoy Hill 5K results - 
Werner sprinted out to a 4:20 first mile 
and held off Danny Paul who closed on him 
at the finish - A hot race - lost 8 pounds 
even at my speed (7:20 first mile). Please 
feel free to publish some more results in 
the Portland area. I realize part of the 
problem is due to race officials failing 
to send in results. Come on race directors 
"Maine Running" is for the entire state.
Sincerely,
Dennis Morrill 
Unattached Runner
Fast Times In Brunswick
Is there some consolation in being 
sidelined as your favorite road race 
approaches? While many people might 
answer in the negative, I have found 
something that helps ease the pain. 
The substitute - working on your 
favorite road race, particularly it 
it puts you in the lead car. In 
1978, after two years of running 
just to run, I decided to try a race, 
happily the Good Sports Run to the 
Coast and Back Ten-Miler was making 
its first appearance. When it was 
over, I was hooked; not only on rac-
ing but also on this race. But as 
the 1980 race approached, I was 
among the walking wounded and was 
asked to work on race day. Among 
other things, they needed someone 
who "knew the course" to ride in 
the lead car. What I saw was eye-
opening; two Pennsylvanians leaving 
the better-known local runners be-
hind in the first half and banging 
heads until late in the race when 
Steve Podgajny (50:36) took the 
l.lead to finish a minute up on James 
Cooper (51:36). In 1981, I was in-
jured again, so Race Director Gerry 
Millett asked me back. This time 
I got to see Ken Flanders (51:01) 
beat two-time winner Gary Wallace 
(51:20). And in 1982? Well, let 
me tell you.
The weather on this August 23rd 
certainly justified the move from 
the late July-early August date 
used in the early years, especially 
when compared to the "Death Valley" 
weather of 1979. The cool, but 
sunny, conditions lead to pre-race 
predictions of a sub-50-minute race. 
That prediction looked good as over 
400 runners, including four previous 
winners, Ken Flanders, Gary Wallace, 
iLaurie Munson, and Kim Beaulieu, set 
out around the track. Out of the 
gate, the mob resembled an undulat-
ing amoeba lead by a red-head (Dan 
Smith).
As the roads turn rural near the 
end of the first mile, things in 
front are beginning to sort them-
selves out as a pack of around seven 
.runners had a 30-meter lead on the 
second, larger pack. At the mile 
marker (5:01), the vanguard was
Jeff Bentsson, Ken Flanders, and Colin 
Peddie with Doug Ingersoll, John Keller, 
Steve Russell, and Dan Paul tucked in 
behind.
At two miles, done in 10:14, the pack 
was somewhat slimmer and Flanders, In-
gersoll, and Peddie seemed to be in con-
trol and running very strong. So it was 
beginning to look like the "old" pro vs. 
•the two youngsters. I doubt that there 
are many readers who haven’t heard of Ken 
Flanders, but those who don’t follow 
track and field might not be familiar 
with Ingersoll and Peddie. Doug recently 
graduated from Bowdoin after a successful 
cross-country and track career; a Con-
necticut native, he now resides in the 
Portland area. Colin is a Cheverus High 
graduate who lives in Farmingdale and 
now runs for the University of Virginia.
About a half a mile down the road not 
only were these three clear of the pack, 
but Peddie had moved into a 10-meter lead. 
No one seemed to consider this very seri-
ous. And it was not. By the start of 
the fifth mile the group of three was re-
joined .
Soon we arrived at the "appendix" of the 
course, a three-quarter mile out and back 
jaunt down Simpson Point Road where the 
runners actually get to the coast. Here 
the people in the lead car have to get 
out and watch the runners disappear from 
view over the rise. From my vantage 
point on a small hill it looked like the 
leaders hit the half-way point in 25:20.
One positive effect from this respite is 
getting to see the first woman. Well, I 
didn't recognize her nor did I have her 
number on the pre-race list. Worse yet, 
because of the crowd around her, I couldn't 
get an accurate five-mile time; it was 
something just over 28 minutes. When the 
leaders came over the hill again, they had 
moved to their right! This meant that they 
must fight the tide of incoming runners 
who were holding to their left. Although 
the front runners seemed to treat this as 
a minor irritant, there was some time lost 
as they sorted their way through the pack. 
Back on the open road, Peddie took the 
lead, 10-15 meters, again through the six 
mile mark at 30:28. Shortly, things began 
to change. Some negative, like Doug In-
gersoll dropping off the pace at around 
seven miles.
On the positive side, Flanders 
made a strong move about a half- 
mile later. He would get to Ped-
dle* s heels, but no further as 
Colin re-established a 10-meter 
gap. Passing through eight miles,
Ken again attempted to take over 
the lead...and succeeded. Colin 
responded, working his way back 
to the front but not by much.
Flanders again showed he was up to 
the challenge, a strong push gave 
him ten meters. By nine miles 
(45:34), Ken had doubled his lead 
and it appeared he would hold it.
Just outside the stadium, the 
police and I have to set-up to help 
runners and traffic through a com-
plicated intersection so I didn’t 
get to see the finish. At that 
point when the leaders passed,
Flanders was still holding his 
distance but didn’t really appear 
to have broken contact with Peddie.
The result of these exertions 
were the second and third fastest 
times for this course and the closest 
1-2 finish yet. As the result sheet 
shows, Ken Flanders had a time of 
50:43, seven seconds off Podgajny’s 
record. Colin Peddie clocked 50:48, 
not bad for an athlete on reduced 
training due to a spring track in-
jury. And in third was Doug Inger-
soll who finished nicely with a 51:15, 
the number five performance in the 
history of this race. Gary Wallace, 
although not among the evident lead-
ers early on, finished an obviously 
well-paced race with 51:19 (sixth 
best, slightly bettering his course 
PR of 51:20 from the 1981 edition).
On the women’s side, the previously 
unidentified woman was Jane Welzel 
(Hopkinton, MA) whose 57:41 put a 
scare in Joan Benoit’s record of 
57:28. Sound fast? According to 
the August issue of Track and Field 
News that would rank as the seventh 
best performance this year if the 
course were certified. Jane is no 
stranger to fast times because she 
is listed as number nine at 20 kilo-
meters (1:13:21) and number four at 
25 kilometers (1:29:44). A UMass 
graduate, Jane has done a coaching 
stint at Penn State and is now an
intern dietician in Framingham, As 
has happened before with this race, 
she was not here just for this race 
but was visiting her parents who now 
live in Brunswick. Part of a running 
duo, her husband finished 82nd (1:00:52).. 
Second went to Laurie Munson, last 
year’s women’s champ, with a 1:02:30? 
followed by 17-year-old Stacy Prescott 
(1:02:40), a Gardiner High School junior.
The women certainly did their part in 
making this one of the fastest Good 
Sports Runs ever. Three other women: 
Jeannie Lewis (fourth in 1:02:59), Jane 
Parsons (fifth, 1:04:00), and Kim Beau-
lieu (sixth, 1:04:24), broke into the 
top ten.
I know three-time race directorf Gerry 
Millett and sponsors, Rob and Cathy 
Jarratt of the Good Sports would not 
claim responsibility for the fast times. 
But they do put on one hell of a race 
that gives these people a chance to 
show their stuff. Now my problem is, 
if I’m healthy next year, do I run or 
do I work? If I think I can talk my 
way Into the lead car again, it will 
be a tough decision.
Bill Peabody 
Brunswick
BEST PERFORMANCES 1978 - 1982
Steve Podajny 50:36 1st 80
Ken Flanders 50:43 1st 82
Colin Peddie 50:48 2nd 82
Ken Flanders 51:01 1st 81
Doug Ingersoll 51:15 3rd 82
Gary Wallace 51:19 4 th 82
Gary Wallace 51:20 2nd 81
James Cooper 51:36 2nd 80
Rock Green 51:47 4th 81
Dan Paul 52:33 5th 82
Joan Benoit 57:28 1st 78
Jane Welzel 57:41 1st 82
Laurie Munson 1:02:20 2nd 82
Stacy Prescott 1:02:30 3rd 82
Laurie Munson 1:02:41 1st 81
Kim Beaulieu 1:02:59 2nd 81
Jeanne Lewis 1:03:03 4 th 82
Jane Parsons 1:03:17 3rd 81
Jane Parsons 1:04:00 5th 82
Kim Beaulieu 1:04:24 6 th 82
Schoodic Point 15K Big Success
While vacationing in Maine this 
summer I came across a copy of the 
local running clubs1 monthly pub-
lication, "Maine Running". The 
magazine was a collection of ar-
ticles about the local running 
scene, as well as a schedule of 
the upcoming road races in the area. 
It was interesting to note the large 
number and variety of races to be 
held in the month of August. The 
summer seems to be the peak racing 
season for New Englanders, as op-
posed to the winter racing sched-
ule of the South.
Among the list of races I dis-
covered one that particularly grab-
bed my attention. It was the Scho-
odic Point 15K road race in Winter 
Harbor, Maine. The race was part 
of the 18th annual Winter Harbor 
Lobster Festival to be held on 
Saturday, August 14, 1982.
Schoodic Point is a section of 
Acadia National Park at the end of 
Schoodic Peninsula, and is adjacent 
to the community of Winter Harbor.
I had visited Acadia National Park 
on previous trips to Maine and had 
fond memories of the magnificent 
beauty of the rocky Maine coastline.
Despite the fact that I had never 
raced the distance of 15K, I de-
cided to splurge and promptly mailed 
my $5.00 entry fee to the Winter 
Harbor Chamber of Commerse Race 
Fund. One week later I received 
a response from the race director 
acknowledging my acceptance into 
the 1982 Schoodic Point 15K Road 
Race. The $5.00 entry fee entitled 
me to free camping on the eve of 
the race, a commemerative T-shirt, 
hot showers and changing facilities, 
and post race refreshments in the 
form of cold beer and boiled lobster.
On the morning of August the 14th 
I joined 200 fellow runners at the 
starting line on Schoodic Point.
It was a clear, sunny Maine morning, 
with a "balmy" temperature of 60 
degrees. While the local runners 
were complaining about the heat of
the morning, I was jogging in my sweats 
and trying to keep warm. As the gun 
went off at 8 a.m. I charged down the 
coastal road to begin the best race I 
have ever participated in. The race 
directors provided time splits at the 
1 mile, 2 mile, 4.65, 6.65 and 7.65 
points. The course was out and back, 
with the turn around point at 4.66 miles. 
Water stations and hoses were available 
at five points along the race. It was 
a gently rolling course, along the park 
road following the shoreline of Schoodic 
Peninsula, and providing a view of the 
pounding surf along the rocky coast.
The sensory experiences throughout the 
race were truly amazing. While cruis-
ing along at my usual 8 minute/mile 
pace, the seaside provided wondrous sights, 
sounds and smells of the Maine coast at 
high tide. The opposite side of the road 
provided a panoramic view of New England’s 
flora and fauna. As I approached the 
finish line I was almost sorry to be 
leaving it all behind. I completed the 
15 kilometers in 1:12, and placed fifth 
in my age category.
After a hot shower and a change of 
clothing I enjoyed the post race re-
freshments of cold beer and boiled 
lobster. I spent the remainder of 
the day in Winter Harbor enjoying the 
Lobster Festival activities which in-
cluded boat races, cannon shooting 
contests, seafood chowder, and plenty 
of cold beer. The entire day was a 
memorable experience, and a very enjoy-
able addition to my vacation. Those 
"Maine"-iacs sure know how to put on a 
race!
Cathy Remz 
Pensacola, Florida
Brode’s A Secret That May Be Out Of The Bag
The day after Labor Day Larry Allen was 
telling me of the "state’s fastest 10K 
course" and he’s the race director of 
Benjamin’s! Rob Jarratt was raving about 
the fast times there too. What is this 
Brode’s race? How come only 66 people 
find out about it each year? Maybe a 
whole lot more will show up to run next 
year.
CLUB NEWS
Each month the clubs of Maine are asked to submit information about club doings 
or a profile of one of their members. This month I asked them to feature their 
beginning racers.
Maine Track Club
Our club is currently going through its annual change 
in officers and missed your masters feedback. If it’s 
not to late, we have some really tough, hardworking mem-
bers of that fraternity in the MTC. Herb Strom, who re-
cently went through eye surgery, continues to be one of 
the top runners in the 50 + group. His sub 3 hour mara-
thons and gutty performances in all conditions, including 
the Rowdy Ultra, make him an outstanding member of the 
Maine running group.
Russ Connors, another 50 age group member, continues to 
run quality races with a smile and a friendly word of 
encouragement to all within hearing. Russ set an un-
official record at the 5 mile distance in the 1982 Maine 
National Bank Run. His time of 27:42 was over 30 seconds 
faster than the U.S. record set in February of *82. His 
Boston Marathon (82) sub 3 hour performance under extremely 
tough conditions ranks as another solid race.
Robert Payne, Rick Strout, Frank Morong, Marion & Bill Leshey, Joan Welsh,
Sandy & Al Utterstrom and Jean Thomas are other MTC masters who continue to 
set PR’s and work hard to make performances better.
Our club continues to be one of the most active state-wide in terms of races 
we put on or help with (20+). We are not currently seeking new members, but our 
club continues also to be among the largest (130 households). Our quality in 
clinics this year was not diminished with people like Kim Beaulieu (who is headed 
for Boston University for a masters), Hank Pfeifle, John Keller, Dr. Doug Brown, 
Dr. Richard McFaul, Werner Pobotschnig, Dave Paul, Jim Babb, Brian Gillespie, 
Dennis Smith, Mark Hoffmaster, Marge Podgajny, and Glen Poland - among others 
putting on clinics for the beginner to master. These clinics were advertised 
locally and open to the general public. The topics included marathoning, nut-
rition, intervals, preventive injury methods and injury treatment and diagnosis, 
shoe design, structure and selection, and various films and slide presentations.
Some of our beginning runners who are having a great summer are: Merle Hartford, 
who ran his first marathon (the Paul Bunyan) in 3:16. His comment about not know-
ing if the noise that was coming from his lips was sobbing or laughing, reminds 
us all of what the last 6 miles in a marathon is like. His finish was followed 
by a predicted PR in the near future. So much for the leisure training period - 
now it’s get-serious time.
Dave Trussell and John Conley are two others who have recently entered the 
race circuit. Both have chosen tough courses to get initiated like the Bethel 
Weekend, Bowdoin 10 miler, and Olympia’s 5 miler. They have been a part of our 
interval sessions this summer and concluded with a clocked 1 mile race in raw, 
wind, and thunder.
Greg Parlin, Dick McFaul, and John Keller have come off super summer races. 
Greg ran 53:48 - Winthrop 9.02 miler; 56:28 - Bowdoin 10 miler, and other 
great races. Dick ran a Bowdoin 10 in 56:48, several low 35:00 lOK's and looks 
to lower his 2:48 marathon time in the Clarence Demar. John Keller did a 9th 
place Pickering Wharf in 32:42; 53:00 in Bowdoin 10 miler, and looks forward to 
a great cross country season at USM.
If you missed the Channel 7 Mainly Sports special with Charlie Gordon emceeing, 
you missed a great show! Charlie had Kim Beaulieu (who could miss with her) as 
his guest and they both did a great job. Charlie blended his humor and running 
savvy with Kim’s knowledge and the two produced one of the best running shows 
seen in this area. Let's hope Charlie's talent for this is not lost, as the 
running scene could use more programs on the various Maine elite and clinical 
topics which all sports buffs would appreciate. Channel 7 deserves credit for 
their incite in producing this show - I hope it's going to be done again - soon.
We are having a club weekend at Pleasant Mt. The Downeast Ski Club donated 
their lodge to our use and we hope to enjoy a weekend of running, canoeing, 
hiking, and just enjoying some great people's company. Our club has recently 
purchased more race equipment to make our runs safer, more accurate, and of 
greater benefit to those participating. In addition, we are filming our club's 
members in major races, to be shown at club meetings. Finally, we are into 
our marathon training period for Casco Bay. If any club or runner wants to hook 
up with us, call Bob Coughlin on Friday. We generally have a group leaving Pay- 
son Park in Portland at 7:00 a.m. on Sundays. You can do 10 - 15 - or 21.
Hope you find something in here of use.
Best of running, 
Bob Coughlin
MARA THON SPOR TS R UNNING CL UB
Elizabeth Moulin writes: "With the September meeting of Marathon Sports Running 
Club come and gone we now have a new administration.
President - Steve Mooney 
Vice President - Jeanne Berthiaume 
Secretary - Toni Parise
Treasurer - Al Brunelle
The following six people were elected to the executive committee - Dick Roberge, 
Don Berthiaume, Preston Powell, Marianne Powell, Don Wilson and Denise Coburn."
NO ORDINARY RACE
The scene prior to the start looked familiar enough - the usual bustle surround-
ing the registration stand; the runners exercising their stretching rituals amid 
the chatter of "runner's conversation". Surely a scene familiar to all of us 
but within each conversation lay a hint of the unique nature of this race. In 
a tone reflecting their own uncertainty, one runner would ask of another, "What 
do you plan to wear?", or "How should I pace myself?"
The answer to the first question would cause no puzzle at any other race this 
day since the date was June 14th. Nor would an answer to the second present much 
concern at any other race; but, here, a 12 minute mile communicates respectability 
and an 8 minute mile might win it. This is no ordinary race - this is Mt. Wash-
ington.
At 11:00 a.m. the pack of 600 runners eased their way down the Auto Road 
toward the mountain’s base. A stillness characterized this pack no more 
joking, no more idle chatter, no more wasted effort. Instead each face 
displayed a quiet determination. This somber procession will, in the next 
couple of hours, tunnel its way up through a forest whose trees canopy the 
road; up beyond the timberline where a bracing wind awaits? all the way to 
the summit.
The runners ascend continuously with no relief offered for over 7*5 miles - 
no level stretches to "catch your breath", and no gentle downslopes for re-
covery. This problem is obvious - the others are not.
For example, a sign near the registration tent indicates an elevation of 
about 2000 feet. The finish line up on the summit rests well over 6000 feet. 
Now, keep in mind that we train here in York County and are acclimated to 
atmospheric conditions at sea level. Combine this variable with a steady 
incline then, my friend, you are confronted with a very stressful experience - 
maybe even a humbling one.
I set off with the notion that although I would proceed slowly, I would at 
least jog all the way. this delusion lasted for about two miles whereupon I 
stopped to check my pulse - 170! Hmmm - the immediate result was a smile as 
I chuckled at the "bravado attitude" I felt just a short time before. Next 
came concern since I was only a quarter of the distance into the race and 
already in an anaerobic state. Reality set in.
Alternately striding and jogging I 
other participants proceeding in the 
looked fascination of many races but
continued up the mountain alongside the 
same fashion. And herein lay the over- 
especially of this one.
An encouraging word offered by one runner to another passes along to a 
third then spreads to a fourth. A genuine good will, a strong camaraderie 
developed much as occurs in a marathon but moreso because the pack never 
thins out but remains tight.
I completed the course somewhere in the middle of the pack in a time only 
my mother would consider impressive. I arrived with my usual bundle of re-
grets for not pushing myself harder; yet I also arrived with the awareness 
that I had been in a struggle - a worthy one. A struggle yielding not only 
a respect for the mountains but for the efforts of others as well.
In truth Mt. Washington rewarded me - us - with a beautiful, moving experience. 
The type of experience only a struggle can yield.
Jim Swan 
MSRC
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BEGINNING RACING
"When does the pain go away?" — asked Jim Chase of Augusta, who has been 
running for a short while. He’s one beginning racer who’s certainly worthy of note, 
according to a representative of the Maine Road Ramblers. Catch this profile:
He’s aged 30, has had a sedentary job as a loan officer for eight years at Kennebec 
Savings Bank, is 5*7", weighs 145 lbs., still smokes a good pack a day, and has been 
gradually increasing his running from fifteen miles a week to a present level of about 
thirty miles a week.
During the winter months Jim was playing racquetball ten to fifteen times a week, 
but got tired of trying to match his schedule with others and fighting for court time at 
Augusta's YMCA, so he switched exclusively to running, joined the Maine Road Ramblers 
Running Club, ran his first five mile race in April, 1981 in 39:48 and almost died. In all, 
he's done seven races, and was very pleased with his 35:35 time at the Maine National 
Run for Fun 5 miler on June 27 this year. Running hasn't been easy for Jim. He tried 
a pair of New Balance 660's and liked them for a while, but later developed problems with 
the shoes and had to switch to 420's. So far the new ones seem to be OK. In an effort 
to imitate Steve Russell of the club, he bought a pair or Terra TC's for racing and that 
is helping a bit. He tried doing those elevated feet push ups he saw some runners do at the 
Y, and that almost finished him, too. But there are those moments he does cherish — 
watching the buds and flowers coming to life in the spring when he's out running; and 
these last few summer days of September have just been great for running.
"Some days I find it difficult to drag myself out. Some days the first mile is just 
terrible — other days I want to quit at every step for the whole run, but I know if I 
quit, I won't accomplish the purpose," said Jim, and continued — "when I feel real bad,
I don't go, but now if I miss a day, I feel a lot worse than I used to about missing".
But we haven't answered his question yet . . . maybe some of the Maine Running's 
readers would like to respond to Jim's question — when does the pain go away? Send 
your ideas and suggestions to the club. We'll be happy to forward them.
THE CARIBOU JOGGERNAUTS
The Joggernauts have two new runners this year who have performed exceptionally 
well in their respective age categories during the 1982 racing season.
This year, the Joggernauts have been encouraging younger runners to participate 
in the various road races by sponsoring a 12 and under category. The reason for 
this is that over the past few years, there have been several youngsters who have 
run very well but have never been able to win in the traditionally very tough Jr. 
Boys and Girls 17 and under category, the 12 and under category has been a nice 
incentive to these younger runners. This category has been dominated by young 
Patrick Maxey, a 12 year-old sixth grader at Skyway Middle School in Presque Isle. 
Pat is the son of UMPI Cross Country Coach David Maxey. His improvement during 
this, his first year of running, has been excellent. Pat really enjoys running 
and has the potential to add his name to the long list of outstanding high school 
runners in Aroostook County.
The other outstanding new face in Aroostook County road racing is Katie Martin 
from Caribou. Katie has been running for some time but has never competed in 
road racing. During this, her first year of racing, she has really dominated 
the Women’s Open category by winning almost every race. She has a bright future 
and imroves with every outing.
Larry Mangus
MASTERS OF THE PEN BAY PACERS
We have many masters in the Pen Bay Pacers 
running club which covers Mid-Coast Maine 
and has a membership now of almost 10D run-
ners. The masters’ backgrounds and running 
abilities are diverse but they all share the 
same love for running.
One of the masters is Dick Ball who will be 
retiring soon from the New England Telephone 
Company. He has been running about three 
years for enjoyment and his favorite distance 
is the 10K. Dick is one of the organizers 
of the club’s Sunday morning fun runs and 
has made portable mile markers for use at 
races and fun runs.
Another master is Harry schmitke a sculptor who has been running on and off 
since the mid 60's but is enjoying his best success this year. He recently ran 
a 37:28 in the Rockland Seafood Festival 10K. Harry attributes his improvement 
to interval workouts and a loss of some 20 pounds. Harry designed the club’s 
logo and does art work for the club’s newsletter.
Master Ted DeNardo is a teacher who has been running seriously for about 6 
years. Originally he was a super heavyweight powerlifter who started running 
to lose weight and go down in lifting classes. He found out he enjoyed the 
running more than the lifting. Ted has completed 5 marathons which is his fav-
orite race distance. He is the editor of the club’s monthly newsletter "The 
Pacer Bulletin".
Susan and John Tripp are our only husband and wife master runners. John is 
a lobsterman and Susan a housewife. John started running last year and Susan 
this year. They take their running seriously which shows in their constant im-
provement in 10K races. John and Susan are very enthusiastic about club
activities and manage to attend them all whether it be fun runs, road races, 
or a club outing.
Besides the above masters there are Ray O’Neal, ferryboat captain? Pat Caple, 
housewife? Gary Schultz, business owner? and Jackie Washburn, teacher. I hope 
we haven't left anyone out.
A JOGGER'S FIRST RACE
"My God, how am I going to make it up that hill?" I remember my first view 
of Camden's Bay View St. hill in just those words.
The Camden Firemen's 3.1 mile race was my first ever, after about a month's 
return to running after two years of business orientated inactivity. And in the 
minutes before the race, I began to wonder what I was doing there among all the 
other trim-looking, speedy-looking runners.
I knew why I had undertaken a return to running? because I was sick of my 
growing 245 lb., tending-to-fat body and I knew I wasn't treating it to the 
healthy exercise it was designed to get. And maybe I subconsciously realized 
that if I didn't make the effort soon, I probably never would.
But THAT HILL! and at the very start of the race! Well, I started to or-
ganize my thoughts and to see what I could do to not fall on my face half way 
up it.
I'd start very slow? let everyone else kill themselves first, then I'd pass 
them all by sheer dog-trot perseverence. And I had to control my breathing? 
couldn't let it get ragged and irratic. That was about all I could come up 
with. That, and something one of the women runners in our club had told me 
about cutting your stride and leaning into the hill. Yup, that was it. But, 
God it looked long? and increasingly steeper as you went up.
I began to wonder if the fellas who plan these races ever actually run them.
I decided they didn't. Well, maybe just the easy parts, probably measured the 
rest in a car.
The PA announcement said two minutes to race time. Now the big decision. 
Where to start from? the front or the back? Was there an advantage to getting 
away first? Maybe you could pick out the easier parts of the road to run on. 
Plus, the air wouldn't have already been breathed by the multitudes who came 
before you. That had to be an advantage.
But, by the time I made up my mind, a lot of those slim-types were already 
in place at the front of the pack, elbow to elbow like a bunch of antelope.
So, my decision was made for me. I'd start from the back. That was OK.
I'd always liked coming from behind. I had visions of moving smoothly up 
through the pack to run with the leaders. But first, that HILL!
I jogged around some? stretched some? not because I thought or knew it was 
good for me, but everybody seemed to be doing it, so it must be right. And 
it beat standing there gawking. I looked around at the trim bodies, sleek 
uniforms and racy looking shoes and wondered what a flabby 45 year old was 
doing here. I wasn't a racer. I was barely a jogger. Maybe I'd run out of 
steam 100 yards from the start. Wouldn't that look great. But my thoughts 
were interupted by the starter's announcement of 30 seconds to start.
Well, I was already here? no sense in backing down now. That would sort of 
let everybody else in our club down too. What was that phrase, "Damn the tor- 
pedos, full speed ahead!" Well, maybe quarter-speed. Save the full speed for 
the end.
I tried to do some deep breathing with seconds to go. Maybe that'll help 
get me up that hill. I was desperate! Then it was "Ready. Set"- and we were
off. I couldn’t believe it. I’m running in a road race! Me. A 45 year old 
lump with nothing but a lot of high school and college football and wrestling 
as a background.
As I remember it, the first 50 yards were great, then the incline started 
and it started to become a grind. Having started at a trot, I dropped back 
to a slower trot, then to something a little above a shuffle, then to an ad-
vanced crawl; but I was still running!
I remember thinking, "I'll never eat any junk food again; I'll exercise every 
night; I'll throw away all my candy bars, just let me make it up the hill run-
ning!
By now most of the runners had passed me by, but I was too occupied with my 
war with THE HILL to notice them. Until, I heard a young voice saying some-
thing along side of me. It was asking how I was. I looked down and saw a 
young boy of about 10 or 11 I guess, who was trotting along side effortlessly, 
like he was on his way to a sandlot baseball game with friends.
Sucking up all the energy and breath I could muster, and somehow justifying 
the fib I was going to tell him, I got the word "Great” out in between gasps 
for air.
"Is this your first race?" he asked. I thought that was a bit sarcastic 
considering my strangulated condition, but then I gauged that kids don't 
learn sarcasm from us adults until at least 14 or 15 so I decided to save 
the energy and this time just nodded my head.
"Well, you're doing really good for your first race," he said over his 
shoulder as he pulled ahead of me. A boy wise beyond his years, I thought.
But what a pleasure that he took the time to speak. I tried to remember 
the last time an unknown 11 year old had spoken to me. I couldn't remember 
any. But here I was being encouraged by one, in the middle of a race. Kind 
of nice, even if he was ahead of me and pulling away.
Then I couldn't see anymore hill. Was that the crest ahead? I decided to 
spend the energy from my dwindling reserve to kind of twist around and look 
back to try to gauge if we'd covered most of the hill. Yes. There were 
the two levels of the hill behind me. Must be just 50 more yards or so to 
the top. Maybe I can make it. Just maybe. I tried taking some extra deep 
breaths. Then I dropped my arms and let them dangle the way I'd seen some 
others do. I didn't know what good that did but maybe it would help get me 
over THE HILL.
Now the incline was lessening. Some spectators called out encouragement; 
clapping and yelling. Somehow my head came up a little and my step regained 
a little bounce. I thought, "this is crazy. You're 45; what does a little 
clapping have to do with you? You're at the end of the pack, barely moving, 
and they're clapping. Why?"
I had to put off the handling of that deep question for the moment as I 
was beginning to really struggle. My legs suddenly felt like two stumps of 
lead and my lungs sounded like two blast furnaces on overtime. I could see 
the top of the hill now but I knew I couldn't make it. I'd have to stop.
I began to feel really bad; defeated; by the first hill in my first race.
Hardly a momentuous beginning.
Then I thought I heard some other footsteps behind me. Heavy breathing 
too. I'm not last, I thought. Someone else is having the same problems 
I am.
Then she was along side of me. A young woman about 25 or so who was strain-
ing just as I was. Neither one of us said anything. I don't think we could
have if we’d wanted to, but the looks we exchanged said it all. We were 
going to beat this hill together.
Our feet fell into a rythmn jointly assaulting the last 10 yards of the hill. 
And then we were over the crest and on some level ground. We continued on to-
gether for several yards before she said, "Good for you. You’ve made it.’’ and 
trudged on.
I stopped about 100 yards after the top of the hill to catch my breath and 
marvel at what I'd done. With THE HILL behind me maybe the rest of the race 
would be fun. I turned and looked back down the hill and saw one tall, teen-
aged girl just walking over the crest of the hill, a young boy of about eight 
jogging toward me, and then the trailing ambulance.
Somewhat jauntily, stretching credibility to the fullest, I considered that 
with the ambulance included, I was forth from last - and moving up! I turned 
and began jogging again and started to think deliciously about that long down-
hill finish on the way back!
Gary Schultz
THE WOODS RUNNERS
Things are back to normal in Woods Runner country. Still August, 32°, windy, 
snow on the mountain, mittens and long johns. We do love it dearly!! Our 
newest club member, 26 year old Tim Robinson of Patten ran his first race on 
August 28th, the Potato Feast 3 miler in Houlton. Tim turned in a fine 15:58 
in placing 5th overall. He has since been struck by the proverbial running bug, 
zeroing in on the Flatiron Five coming up on the 6th and the Mad Witch the 
following week. A great start and more will be heard of Tim we're sure once 
he finds out how to cheat on the corners!!
The 2nd Annual Wild Katahdin Trust Run (it is not too early to mention it!) 
is scheduled for Saturday, February 12. Bigger and better, lots of surprises, 
a class atmosphere (yes, even in Patten) unique prizes, lousy jokes and new 
awards categories which we'll be mentioning over the next few months. One new « 
category is: "First gray-haired, skinny, eloquent runner from UMO extension 
service with "Fox" on back and kids who are great runners"!! More to follow... 
Save that date, you'll love it!! Last Saturday's three miler saw Woods Runners 
women taking six of first ten places, men capturing four of first eight, Duffy 
Tucker winning age group with Peter and Jon Ellis placing 2nd and 3rd in 
their categories. A good day and some fun!!
Respekfulli Submyttid
THE CENTRAL MAINE STRIDERS
Rick Krause writes . . .
Road racing has been around as an organized sport since the mid 60*s when Roland Dyer, 
in a solo effort, organized and directed races, produced a newsletter called The Pine Tree 
Road Runner, and on top of that, competed himself.
Our sport has been rich with color, filled with great people and unforgetable moments. 
Today there are probably only a dozen active runners who were fortunate enough to have been 
at the right place and time to have experienced it all. By chance, I was one.
Writing a history of road racing in Maine has been brewing on my mind for several years 
but the thought of it has finally yielded to the act itself. Over the next two years (est.) 
I will be traveling to all corners of the state interviewing people, taking photos, and 
assembling a bulk of information which I feel should never be forgotten. Maine has one of 
the best organized road racing programs in the country and to allow the memories of the 
people and events to vanish, undocumented,would be unfortunate and unforgivable.
My book will be a collection of the writing of many people who have been deeply involved 
in the sport and to this, I will add my own experiences. The volume will stress the 
people and events more than the statistics, but where it is pertinent, statistics will 
be there for the record.
Over the years, I’ve reaped a good deal of satisfaction out of the rewards that 
road racing has brought upon me, but by far, the people are the essence of it all and I'm 
pleased to say that most of my friends are runners.
Roland Dyer's father, Marvin, recently told me of his son, ’’Every time he went to a 
race, it didn't matter if he won or not, but it was the friends he made that was important
tohim-" p (I A
LETERS
Dear Bob,
Charlie and I recently ran our first 
race outside of Maine. It was called 
Septemberfest 5.5 Mile Road Race in 
Charlestown, N.H. It was a very chal- 
lending course - more hilly than Castine 
and about 2 miles of it was on dirt roads. 
Out times were very slow for the dis-
tance - Charlie 44:39 (31st), Leona 
43:23 (25th).
The field was very small - 37 run-
ners. It was a well organized race.
There were two water stops and awards 
were given out one hour after the race 
started. Eight people received Con-
verse Running Shoes.
We enjoyed the race very much and 
hope to run it again sometime.
Sincerely,
Leona Clapper
Ed. Note: Charlie and Leona took up 
running after raising 12 children 
including Mary (see Bowdoin XC report), 
and Gerry, the defending state col-
legiate XC champion.
Join some of the BEST IN NEW ENGLAND for a race destined to be one of the best anywhere!
Bangor, Maine
For entry form, write to: Benjamin’s 1OK,
24 Parkview Ave., Bangor, ME 04401
Oct. 31-Noon
Benjamin's Tavern/Nike/Budweiser Light/Goldsmith's Sporting Goods/Bangor Hilton Inn/Merrill Family of 
Banks/Dougs Shop n Save/Athletic Attic/Kelley Pontiac/Bangor Motor Inn/New England Institute/City of 
Bangor.
0 meter
(6.213 miles) T.A.C. Certified
RACE
Colleges
1982 Bowdoin Cross Country Prospects
"We’re looking for the blossoming of latent talent," says varsity men’s cross 
country coach Frank Sabasteanski. "We will be vastly improved over last year.
If we progress very well, we could have as fine a team as we’ve ever had."
Even though reaching that goal might be difficult, Coach Sabasteanski has good 
reason to be optimistic: the team has considerable talent and a lot of depth - 
both important factors in a successful cross country season. The only runner 
missing from last year’s 5-5 squad is Doug Taylor ’82, a four-year letter winner.
Leading the way this year is Captain Dave Pinkham ’84 of Boothbay Harbor, Me., 
whom Coach "Sabe" says has the ability to be a top runner. Returning with Pink- 
ham are Mark Woods ’83 of Manchester, N.H., John Raskauskas '83 of Bethany Beach, 
Del., Eric Schoening ’85 of Bethell, Wash., and Larry Sitcawitch '85 of Melrose, 
Mass.
According to Sabasteanski, any of the five runners could emerge as a top per-
former, with Pinkham, Woods and Raskauskas the leading trio.
Others listed on the tentative roster from whom the veteran coach looks for 
assistance are Todd Dresser '85 of Gorham, Me., Gary Beisaw ’85 of Shrewsbury, 
Mass., and the Palmer brothers, Stewart and Stephen *85 from Medfield, Mass.
Despite the loss of four seniors - among them three-time All-American Jane 
Petrick '82 - Coach Lynn Ruddy is optimistic about the chances for the Bowdoin 
varsity women’s cross country squad this year. "It looks like one of the better 
teams we've had," she comments.
Ruddy’s tracksters will have things a little different this year. For the first 
time in quite a while, since before Joan Benoit '79 arrived, there won’t be a 
superstar as the number one runner. This year's team will have excellent depth, 
with any one of six people emerging as the person filling the top spot.
High on the list are Co-Captains Laura Bean ‘83 of South Paris, Me., and Ellen 
Hubbard ’83 of Wayland, Mass., both varsity letter winners in the past. Joining 
them will be freshman Sarah Gosse of Ipswich, Mass., a "very promising runner" 
according to Coach Ruddy.
Close behind the top group are Mary Clapper '85 of Bucksport, Me., Kim Long '85 
of Weston, Mass., Leslie Walker ’85 of San Francisco, Calif., all varsity letter 
winners as freshmen, and Betsy Moore '85 of Perrysburg, Ohio.
Also listed on the tentative roster are letter winners Cathy Owen 883 of Scars-
dale, N.Y., and Sally Ormsby ’83 of Seattle, Wash., Ella Frederiksen '84 of Chevy 
Chase, Md., and Tracy Sioussat ’84 of Cooperstown, N.Y.
"We're looking to improve on our third-place finish at the State Meet last year,' 
says Coach Ruddy. "Maine-Orono is definitely the class team, Bates is pretty 
tough, and Southern Maine is rapidly improving. It should be a very exciting 
year."
ST. JOE'S AIMS FOR TITLE
by Jerry Crasnick
(reprinted with permission)
Pack running is the latest cross 
country fad at St. Joseph's College. 
Under the pack philosophy, the lead 
runner goes out at a steady pace and 
Numbers 2,3,4,5,6 and 7 spend the 
duration of the race breathing down 
the back of his neck.
Last year the Monks relied on to-
getherness to go 19-0 during the 
regular season, capture the NAIA 
District Five title and finish 27th 
out of 40 teams in the NAIA nationals 
in Kenosha, Wise.
This year coach Brian Gillespie is 
shooting for a top 20 finish and a 
national ranking. Considering the 
pack is back and a good 30 or 40 
seconds faster than last fall, he
just might get it.
”1 don’t want to put any more 
pressure on us than I have to," 
says Gillespie. "But this team 
should be tremendously stronger 
and faster than last year. To 
be honest, there’s no way we can 
finish in the top 10 nationally.
But finishing in the top 20 
would be a hell of a feat for a 
school our size."
St. Joseph’s, with an overall 
enrollment of 500 and a male pop-
ulation of less than 100, is 
making a major push in cross 
country. Last season the Monks 
pulled a big upset over Division 
II Salem State, captured their 
first USM Invitational meet and 
became the only Maine team ever 
to win the NAIA District Five 
championships.
Four of the top six runners 
from that team will be around 
when the monks open the 1982 
season at Bowdoin. One, soph-
omore captain Keith Poulin, ran 
a 23:40 to set a record over St. 
Joseph’s 4.5 mile home course.
Chris Holt, the No. 2 man behind 
Poulin, was an NAIA All-Star as 
a freshman.
Fergus Kenny of John Bapst and 
Pat Maguire of Ellsworth, the 4-6 
men, should also be improved. They 
better, or else they'll get tram-
pled by an outstanding group of 
recruits.
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MAINE
At the University of Southern 
Maine, equipment manager John 
Wood could have trouble finding 
locker space for all the new 
cross country runners. Coach 
Remo Riciputi welcomes 12 fresh-
men to a squad that finished fifth 
in the NAIA District Five meet.
"There should be a lot more 
competition within the team this 
year," says Riciputi. "When the 
big meets come, we can pick our 
top seven from 17 or 18 runners. 
Last year there were times when we
"Six of the kids we have should break 
the school record before the season is 
over," Gillespie says. "We’ll still 
have strength as a pack, but the dif-
ference this year is we have some real 
outstanding runners who can break away 
from the field."
After a busy winter and spring of re-
cruiting, Gillespie reels off a list of 
freshmen that includes Rick Garcia of 
Portland, Jeff Crocker and Danny Williams 
of Maranacook, Mike Polland of Lake Region 
and Chuck Holt and Arthur Johnson of 
Ellsworth.
Garcia, Southwestern Maine cross country 
champ, chose St. Joe's over New England 
power Northeastern. Crocker, who posted 
the second fastest cross country time in 
the state, was recruited by Colby and 
UMO. Polland finished fourth in the 
state in Class B. Chuck Holt, younger 
brother of Chris Holt, was sixth in 
Class B.
Along with the returnees and Stu Hogan, 
a transfer from Northeastern and potential 
No. 1 runner, the freshmen guarantee St. 
Joseph’s will continue to improve.
had to drag someone out of the dorms just 
to get five."
Senior John Keller and junior Peter Dube, 
the team's veterans, both come off strong 
summers on the road racing circuit. Keller, 
a former Portland High runner, qualified 
for the nationals as an individual entrant 
two years ago.
Records are made 
to be broken.
NEW OUTLOOK FOR UMO HARRIERS
This being my first article for Maine Running, I am more than a little skep-
tical about the reviews I might receive. So, before everyone writes to Bob 
asking questions about this new writer, I will begin with asking you, my readers, 
a question. Ready? Can you fellow runners who occassionally, once or twice a 
month at most, dare set foot into a weight room, ever remember seeing the room 
filled with skinny, gaunt athletes slowly "pumping iron"? I dare say not. 
However, if you have been on the Orono campus lately in the vicinity of the 
Nautilus room on a Tuesday or Thursday, this is exactly what you would have 
seen. Yes, UMO’s cross-country teams have been taking control over the weight 
room after practice under the watchful eyes of coach Jim Ballinger who loves 
to see his runners sweat and grunt in pain.
The weight program is not the only addition that Ballinger has added to his 
runners’ training this season. Joe (O.J.) Logue, a 2:26 best for the marathon, 
and a Deaf Olympic finalist in 1981, is the teams' new technical adviser. 
Ballinger believes that Logue, with his fourteen years of competitive running 
behind him, "can show UMaine’s runners what it takes to make it to the top".
According to Logue, the program he and Ballinger devised for the teams this 
year will increase their strength, endurance, and speed. These three essentials 
will be accomplished by the Nautilus workouts, hills, fartlek exercises, and LSD.
The fartlek workouts are unique in themselves. The Black Bears are no longer 
on the lower level of sprinting every other telephone pole, no way. Some of 
these types of training consists of groups of five runners. Each one has a 
different time and number. Thus, when Logue blows the whistle the people in 
the groups don’t know who is taking the pace or for how long. The objective, 
of course, is to stay with the leader. Another workout is when one runner 
chases all the others until everyone is tagged or caught. It looks as though 
these young men and women are playing childish games. The attitude, though, 
is high and everyone is enjoying the last signs of summer. Besides, these 
workouts have a purpose. As Logue states, "It prepares the runners for a race 
situation. When someone throws in a surge they will be able to withstand the 
pressure".
Leading the men’s team, for the third straight year, is senior captain Gerry 
Clapper. The defending state cross-country titlest has showed that he is once 
again ready to burn the paths. He won the Tour du Lac 10 miler in his hometown 
of Bucksport, (53:30), and the Southwest Harbor 10K, (32:22), this summer. He 
said as the captain of the team he feels he has to "carry the team". He then 
added, "It's like being a mother". (How would he know?)
Other returning lettermen from last year’s state champions are senior Peter 
Bottomly and juniors John Fiola, John Mills, Steve Ridley (third in the indoor 
state mile last winter), and Sheril Sprague. What happened to last year's out-
standing freshmen Steve Kozlovich and Pete Swanson you ask? Unfortunately for 
the men they have not returned. No need to worry though, they have been replaced 
by Glendon Rand (out with anemia last year), Rich Garven, and Ken LeTourneau.
All three are juniors. Seems like the Black Bears will be tough next year too.
At the head of the pack on the women’s team is, who other than, Jo-Anne 
Choiniere. Gaining All-American status last year, she is the captain of a 
team even stronger than last years. A team that last year qualified for the 
Nationals. Yes, I too, am filled with excitement that the girls can produce 
an incredible season.
Besides Choiniere there is Rose Prest who, along with Choiniere in '81, was 
on the All-New England and All-East teams. Then comes UMaine’s school record 
holder in the 800 and 1500-meters (the latter is equivalent to a sub five 
minute mile, Sue Elias. Also, Tammy Perkins and Jennifer Cunningham have
returned. Both are in finer shape than last year when they cracked the top 
seven.
The additions to the team this year are two seniors. Kathy Smith, who is 
nursing a sore left leg, and Cindy Lynch, "a very strong runner" stated Bal-
linger. For both, this is their first year but Ballinger feels "they add the 
needed depth for the big meets at the end of the season". Two freshmen that 
have caught the coach’s eye are Sonja McLaughlin and Kerri Darcey. Both have 
already shown that they are in fine form and ready to challenge the top seven
What could have triggered this uproar in the Black Bears program? Maybe 
it was the running camp that was held for the first time in the dying days 
of August. Here they ran with all that fresh air and cool breeze associated 
with Bar Harbor. Maybe the electricity in the air became contagious while 
they sang campfire songs together. What a time that was! What a time this 
fall will be on the Orono campus.
R.C. Morris
Amerec Tunturi 
Home Gym
Now there's an exercise 
system you can live with: the 
Amerec Tunturi Ergometer. Cardio Cycle and Rowing Machine.
The Ergometer has a balanced flywheel and work load scale for 
programable exercise. The Cardio Cycle is the economical answer 
for a quality bicycle exerciser. The Rowing Machine has a sliding 
seat and two hydraulic rowing oars for a natural, even stroke.
All feature solid. Finnish construction, adjustable work load settings, 
and easy storage. See the Home Gym today at:
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Exercise You Can 
Live With.
Bicycle World 
Home Fitness Center
92 Central St. • Bangor
945-6757
Unity, Maine 04988 
(207) 948-3131
September 10, 1982
Bob Booker
P.0. Box 259
East Holden, Maine 04429
Hello,
I am writing to you to let you know about our fourth 
Quaker Hill Challenge 10K Road Race. It is a very pleasant 
course run through scenic country side around Unity village.
This past year due to economic problems and cut backs, 
the cross country budget was cut, however I made the commitment 
to continuing the program and somehow raising funds. We have 
thirteen runners this season who are very excited about running 
and competing this fall.
I am asking for your help and support for our team this 
season by coming to Unity and running in this race on October 2.
We are charging a small $2.00 entry fee which will go to the 
cross country team to cover expenses this season. If we can get 
200 or 300 runners to come and support us, we can make it through 
this season.
We aren’t asking for donations but rather the support of Maine’s 
running community. We really need your help. Please come and runl
Sincerely,
Ed Raiola
Cross Country Coach 
Unity College 
948-3131 Ext. 220
ER: td
Bates College
A veteran Bates College men’s cross-country squad will face an upgraded schedule in 
1982, and coach waiter Slovenski acknowledges the tougher slate will make it more dif-
ficult for the Bobcats to regain their accustomed spot above .500 this season.
Still, Slovenski says he’s looking forward to getting the season underway. Slvenski's 
main task in 1982 will be figuring a way to make up for the graduation loss of All- 
American Paul Hammond, whose injury-punctuated 1981 season was a big reason the Bobcats 
fell below .500 for the first time in many years. Among the runners who will be asked 
to pick up the slack are both a strong nucleus of seniors and juniors and several 
promising freshmen.
The seniors on the squad include Al Waitt, Peter Weyand (who "may come of age" as a 
long-distance runner, according to Slovenski) and Dave Ehrenthal, who is testing his 
recovery from an injury that kept him sidelined in 1981.
A fine crop of junior runners may show the way for Bates. The leaders are Fred Turk- 
ington, sixth in last year’s NESCAC championships; Len Morley, sixth in the state cham-
pionships; and Ken 0’Regan, a solid and reliable runner. Jamie Goodberlet has returned 
to the Lewiston campus after a year away and should provide a boost.
Top sophomore on this year's squad could be John Cullen, who ran well in several 1981 
meets.
Slovenski says he’s pleased with the freshman class, several of whom could help out 
immediately. He points particularly to first-year men Bob Ricci and Bob Martin.
Without a star of Hammond's stature, Slovenski says, Bates’ success will hinge on de-
veloping a strong 'pack' or runners finishing close together to pick up crucial points.
The beefed-up '82 schedule includes two meetings with perennial national contender 
Brandeis, as well as encounters with New England powers Vermont, New Hampshire, South-
eastern Massachusetts and Bentley. The Bobcats will be looking for improved perfor-
mances in the CBB Conference, Maine Intercollegiate, NESCAC and New England championship 
meets, all traditionally good meets for Bates.
Sophomore stars Rebecca Watt and Nancy Bell head the list of returning letter winners 
for the 1982 Bates College women's cross-country team, giving coach Carolyn Court hope 
that the Bobcats can approach or surpass last year's 12-5 record and retain the CBB 
Conference championship.
Watt, Bates' first All-American in women's cross-country, placed 10th in the 1981 NCAA 
Division 3 title m-et, was CBB individual champion and took third in the New England 
Small College Athletic Conference meet. Bell was top Bobcat in the state championships, 
where Bates placed second to powerful Maine-Orono. Together they form one of New England's 
leading distance tandems.
But Watt and Bell aren't the only good runners on this year's squad. Court welcomes 
back such veterans as Justina Alsfeld, Becky Jones, Pauline Vashon, Pam Fessenden and 
Sue Wigley, all of whom have garnered points for the Bobcats in past seasons. Prom-
ising freshmen include Betsy Barr, Heidi Hersant and Ellen Mangan.
Remaining on the schedule are: the NESCAC title race at Tufts, Oct. 16; and the Maine 
championships at Maine-Orono, Oct. 23. Dual competition is scheduled against such foes 
as Middlebury, Williams, Southeastern Massachusetts and Southern Maine.
"THE PACK
4TH ANNUAL CASCO DAY RCAD RACE
Casco 4 Miles July 31
1. Terry Drost 20:43
2. Larry Greer 21:36
3. Dave Willis 22:03
4. Mike Polland 22:24
5. John Pottle 22:41
6. Lee Davis 22:46
7. Tony Esposito 23:04
8. Kirt Bell 23:08
9. John Esposito 23:17
10. Gary Weber 23:20
11. Guy Berthiaume 23:31
12. Brad Pomeroy 23:35
13. Erich Reed 23:50
14. Jim Gifford 23:53
15. Ralph Reed 23:55
16. John Blanchard 23:58
17. Tim Donovan 24:08
18. Michael Guidi 24:18
19. Gary Johnson 24:32
20. Bill Sunbury 25:13
21. Jim Chapman 25:23
22. Stan Warren 25:47
23. Dirk Witham 25:55
24. Duane Freese 26:01
25. Mike Gitiin 26:03
26. Richard Wong 26:10
27. George Sudduth 26:12
28. Vern Demxnons 26:15
29. Tom Woodard 26:18
30. Doug Stern 26:19
31. Doug Wight 26:20
32. Kirk Companion 26:21
33. John Morton 26:24
34. Ben Bartlett 26:25
35. P. Beckwith 26:27
36. John Moore 26:29
37. Ted Stone 26:23
38. Ron Hatch 26:44
39. Bill Turnbull 26:45
40. Ethan Go1dm in 26:46
41. Kyle Tong 26:58
42. Lawrence Alberti 27:00
43. Paul Marcinuk 27:07
44. Fred Stone 27:09
45. Dave Conley 27:11
46. Dave Bishop 27:12
47. Robert Slapikoff 27:16
48. Bruce Wood 27:18
49. Jim Stumpfig 27:19
50. David Manthorne 27:25
51. Jeff Cobb 27:26
52. Ken Fickett 27:28
53. Jack McCleery 27:30
54. Benjamin Wecht 27:31
55. Teresa Roby* 27:34
56. Richard Wong, Jr. 27:37
57. Kathy Kreasch 27:44*
58. Tan Dunnett 27:47
59. Mark Snow 27:55
60. Dick Bloom 27:56
61. Jim Paige 28:02
62. Randy Jones 28:16
63. Deb McCleeny 28:17*
64. Pat Mulligan 28:22*
65. Robert VanWyck 28:23
66. Doug Baker 28:27
67. Missy Watkins 28:28*
68. Karen Elliot 28:32*
69. Ulrich Kuhne 28:35
70. Peter Anderson 28:40
71. Dick Manthorne 28:46
72. Scot Sawyer 28:56
73. Jeff Hall 29:04
74. Yvonne Jurkowski 29:07*
75. Jon Foster 29:16
76. Stephen Brill 29:21
77. Buzzy Ross 29:22
78. Ralph Estes 29:30
79. Lynn Stern 29:31*
80. Keith Floyd 29:35
81. Mike Mill&r (9) 29:36
82. Mark Hanns 29:39
83. Bob Mellor 29:42
84. Bev Johnson 29:43*
85. Forrest Crooks 29:47
86. Mary Beth Finney 29:54*
87. Kristina Shank 29:58*
88. Steve Collins 30:10
89. Larry Dyer 30:14
90. Mike Miller 30:22
91. John Haft 30:25
92. John Buri 30:30
93. Greg VanVliet 30:35
94. Howard Shainheit 30:37
95. Bill Fenton 30:38
96. M.C. Hothem 30:39
97. Mardi Reed 30:47*
98. Tyrone Thomas 31:23
99. Danny Finnen 31:29
100., Dave Spenciner 31:35
All finishers available courtesy of 
Dick Manthorne
* * ********** ******
CARROLL REED SKI-SHOP 3 MILE RACE
Portland Aug 7
1. Ken Flanders 14:02
2. Doug Ingersoll 14:13
3. Paul Hammond 14:19
4. Jay Kang 14:30
5. John Keller 14:37
6. Brian Pettingill 14:41
7. Brian Flanders 14:49
8. George Towle 14:59
9, Gregg DiBiaae
10. Lawson Noyes
11. Rand Stephen®
12. Jim Babb
13. Scott Samuelson
14. Jason Watts
15. Dick McFaul
16. John James
17. Brian McCloskey
18. Gerry Myatt
19. Dave Spector
20. Albert Pulver
21. John Long
22. Kent MacDonald
23. Ron Poulin
24. John Titus
25. Dave Smith
26. Cliff Knight
27. Chase Pray
28. Jia Alden
29. Jerry Thibeault
30. Dave Sprague
31. Robert Benson
32. Marc Welch
33. diaries Towle, Jr.
34. Richard Heal
35. Rock Charity
36. Virginia Connors
37. Roland Runnar
38. Richard Sparks
39. Steve Ross
40. Michael Beaudoin
41. Mike Cook
42. Don Wilson
43. Mike Worden
44. Chris Kinney
45. Joe Slowinski
46. Steve Watts
47. Charles Hartman
48. Richard Whetstone
49. Bill Scaplon
50.
51. Wayne Larochelle
52. Jeffery Forter
53. Jim Donovan
54. Hank Hartman
55. Robert Demont
56. Pete Lyons
57. Owen Doyle
58. Richard Robichaud
59. S^eve Norton
60. Bob Dill
61. Rick Strout
62. Jim Schoonover
63. Chuck Lamb
64. Patrick Mullen
65. Debbie Sawyer
66. Brian Daly
67. Tim Clough
68. Ed Cribby
69. Kenneth Fickett
15:06
15:14
15:15
15:16
15:?9
15:34
15:48
15:54
16:04
16;1G
16:16
16:17
16:1,8
16:20
16:24
16:38
16:40
16:41
16:41
16:42
16:47
16:49
16:53
16:59
17:04
17:08
17:10
17:11*
17:12
17:15
17:20
17:22
17:26
17:29
17:31
17:38
17:38
17:39
17:44
17:46
17:48
17:50
17:52
17:53
17:55
17:56
17:58
17:59
18:03
18:08
18:11
18:12
18:14
18:15
18:16
18:18*
18:20
18:38
18:42
18:43
70. Amy Bragdon 18:44* 10. Dick Fournier 51:28 105. Marc Schwartz 1:07:22
71. Paul Marcidok 18:53 11. Larry Allen 51:33 106. Fred Merrian 1:07:24
72. Steven Vance 18:56 12. Roger Foster 52:29 107. Peter Carr 1:07:24
73. Paul D'Amboise 18:58 13. Mark Brzezinski 52:48 108. Diane Lounder 1:07:38*
74. James Chase 18:59 14. Jim Kelly 53:04 109. Doug Wentworth 1:07:48
75. David Baston 19:23 15. Mike Cole 53:16 110. Kathy Abrams 1:08:39*
76. Andy Ward 19:25 16. Dirck Bradt 53:18 111. James A. Mroch 1:08:45
77. Bruce McFarland 19:27 17. Brian McCrea 53:23 112. Whit Osgood 1:09:03
78. Buzzy Ross 19:29 18. Ric Lamoureux 53:27 113. Terry Towne 1:09:04
79. John Ouillette 19:31 19. Douglas Craib 53:29 114. Lee Fairbanks 1:09:07
80. Kathy Reinertsen 19:36* 20. Deke Talbot 54:02 115. Alice Goodwin 1:09:10*
81. Barb Coughlin 19:37* 21. Thom Amnott 54:57 116. David Wilson 1:09:14
82. John Folsom 19:42 22. Stacy Bryant 55:22 117. Bruce Sherman 1:09:20
83. Pam Callow 19:43* 23. Allen Howard 55:54 118. Jim Gilbert 1:09:23
84. Bert Gendron 19:45 24. Randy Marcy 56:14 119. Bill LoPotro 1:09:45
85. James Regan 19:53 25. Mike Worcester 56:23 120. Fred Schmidt 1:10:03
86. Steve Paccagnella 19:55 26. Laurence Bridges 56:28 121. Barbara Hamaluk 1:10:07*
87. Neil Johnson 20:06 27. Henry Williams 56:58 122. Alan Johnson 1:10:14
88. Hans Wendel 20:07 28. Dennis Harmon 57:08 123. Robert Rending 1:10:24
89. Bruce Sorkin 20:17 29. Bernie Baker 57:14 124. Laura Baker 1:10:35*
90. Judy Bjorn 20:18* 30. Bob Clement 57:20 125. Mike Marchetti 1:10:52
91. Nancy Dorr 20:43* 31. Bob Stuart 57:27 126. Harold Jones 1:10:53
92. Elizabeth Way 20:44* 32. Bob Booker 57:35 127. Lloyd Wentworth 1:10:53
93. Ren Welch 20:51 33. Bob Cleveland 57:59 128. Alex Miller 1:11:11
94. Deborah Hewson 2a: 54* 34. Bill Weidner 57:59 129. Walt Noyes 1:11:12
95. Matt Jetson 21:QQ 35. Craig Maker 58:00 130. Terry Nichols 1:11:14
96. Leon Libby 21:02 36. Greg Porr 58:04 131. Cathy Remz 1:11:47*
97. Alex Pratt 21:07 37. John Learning 58:06 132. Colleen Bunker 1:11:48*
98. Wendy Delau 21:08* 38. William Dana 58:09 133. Louise Dunlap 1:11:49*
99. Ed Mindew 21:09 39. Calvin True 58:13 134. Erick Mattson 1:11:59
100. Greg Lorello 21:12 40. Rod Anderson 59:39 135. Leona Clapper 1:12:14*
,201. Carolyn Kidder 21:15* 41. Stephen Swan 59:41 136. Don Abrams 1:12:17
102. Linda Post 31:16* 42. Stephen Krichels 59:55 137. Alan Nauss 1:12:25
103. Ken Giaguinto 21:22 43. Greg Farrell 59:59 138. Felice Worcester 1:12:30*
104. Nancy Whitcomb 21:49* 44. Allen Lockyer 1:00:00 139. Rit Roberts 1:12:34
105. Kristen Folsom 21:51* 45. Paul Rego 1:00:08 140. Raymond Nowak 1:12:44
106. Tim Nicely 21:59 46. Craig Everett 1:01:05 141. Daniel Merrill 1:12:55
107. Connie Leach 22:04* 47. Mark Stillings 1:01:06 142. Peg Fournier 1:13:12*
108. John Foley 22:06 48. Dennis Jorge 1:01:12 143. Reggie Knowles 1:13:28
109. Larry Zelloia 22:11 49. Ian Brzezinski 1:01:15 144. Joan Allen 1:13:32*
110. Hugh. Zyicker 22:12 50. Norman Carlisle 1:01:23 145. Bill Somerville 1:14:02
111. Bill Trefethen 22:33 51. Ray Owen 1:01:36 146. B.E. Greenawalt 1:14:03
112. Phil Skillings 22:43 52. John Alley 1:01:36 147. Max Gulden 1:14:14
113. Jack Frites 22:44 53. Paul McGurren 1:01:39 148. Lynn Emerson 1:14:39*
114. James Jordan 22:45 54. James Dean 1:01:45 149. Stephen Roberts 1:14:40
115. O.K. Hammond 22:47 55. Alan Michaelson 1:01:57 150. Charles Clapper 1:14:44
116. Robert Leach 22:50 56. Steve Myers 1:02:16 151. Braden Alley 1:15:41
117. Julie Bomheimer 22:57* 57. John Belvise 1:02:22 152. Gail Schade 1:15:46*
118. Katherine Foley 23:13* 58. Cynthia Lynch 1:02:28* 153. Winifred Wood 1:15:49*
119. Kathy Cooke 23:15* 59. Frank Woodard 1:02:28 154. Stanley Zaslan 1:15:53
220. Dee Nicely 23:17* 60. Christopher Hilton 1:02:59 155. Kywa Leski 1:15:54
121. Tony Stramsky 23:18 61. Walt Luro 1:03:03 156. Glen Koehler 1:15:56
122. Jeff Johnson 23:34 62. Andy Luro 1:03:04 157. Ellen Spring 1:15:59*
123. Nancy Senger 23:50* 63. Michael Little 1:03:04 158. Norman Fletcher 1:15:59
124. Brenda Provencher 23:51* 64. John Sharp 1:03:08 159. Donald Sanborn 1:16:00
125. Lynn Siouro 24:04* 65. Bill Pinkham 1:03:11 160. Jane Bragg 1:16:05*
126. George Shur 24:09 66. James Westhoven 1:03:23 161. Patricia Callahan 1:16:27*
127. Brian St. Pierre 24:36 67. Peter Ehni 1:03:29 162. Ivan Sargent 1:16:34
128. Edward Profanno Sr. 24:54 68. Thomas A. Cannon 1:03:32 163. Jim "The Strange"Strangl:16:36
129. Val Olesky 25:18 69. Roberta Hickman 1:03:34* 164. Mary Rosborough 1:16:53*
130. Sozanne Lord 25:21* 70. Daniel Koch 1:03:38 165. Doris Plummer 1:17:03*
131. Patricia Flanders 25:27* 71. Jim Izzard 1:03:43 166. William Tozier 1:17:23
132. W.E. Lazotte, Jr. 25:31 72. Polly Stone 1:03:54 167. Richard Butler 1:18:18
133. Brenda Cushman 25:45* 73. Claude L. Dean 1:04:11 168. Carol Plummer 1:18:31*
134. Debbie Cole 25:57* 74. Jeff White 1:04:17 169. Stanley Robins 1:18:42
135. Linda Williams 26:07* 75. Gerald Krause 1:04:17 170. Kim Damien 1:19:26*
136. Ron Simpson 26:11 76. Clifford Olson 1:04:19 171. Andy Pahl 1:19:31
137. John Kidder, III 26:13 77. Martin Schiff 1:04:22 172. Connie Frostman 1:19:32
138. John Nicely 26:23 78. B. Kubetz 1:04:43 173. Jim Ba-langer 1:19:36
139. Marsha Feller 26:33* 79. Bill Haskell 1:04:43 174. Maria Esparragnera 1:19:42*
140. Elizabeth Arelsen 27:59* 80. Gary Vear 1:04:57 175. Scott Nixon 1:19:42
141. Sue Sinclair 28:20* 81. Rodney Kilkenny 1:05:08 176. Dorothy Stochard 1:19:58*
142. Laurel Kane 28:52* 82. Ralph Miller 1:05:11 177. Madeline Tomlin 1:19:59*
143. Virginia Ward 29:25* 83. Tom Mapleton 1:05:14 178. Karen Darden 1:20:17*
144. Marc Roderick 30:16 84. Don Gray 1:05:17 179. Joan Leslie 1:20:28*
145. Edward Profenno, Jr. 31:19 85. Brenda LoPotro 1:05:22* 180. R.F. Chipman 1:20:35
86. Roberta Sharp 1:05:42* 181. Richard Barter 1:21:16
Results courtesy of Arnie Clark 87. Ed Stearns 1:06:06 182. Jane Barthelette 1:21:21*
Race Director 88. John Wadach 1:06:08 183. Norj Ahrens 1:21:49
89. Michael Reisman 1:06:14 184. Charles Seyffer 1:22:30
90. Gil Roderick 1:06:18 185. Phid Lawless 1:22:31
91. Virginia Vendrell 1:06:24* 186. Peter Curran 1:24:10
15K :SCHOODIC POINT LIFE SPORTS RACE 92. Doug Wood 1:06:30 187. Keith Knuuti 1:24:55
Winter Harbor Aug 14 93. Sam Mitchell 1:06:30 188, Carl Bowen 1:26:44
94. Joe FInkelstine 1:06:31 189. Marjorie Knuuti 1:26:44*
95. Paul Connor 1:06:37 190. Steve Mierzykow 1:26:50
1. Mike Gaige 46:51 96. Gary White 1:06:44 191. Nancy Nicholson 1:27:14*
2. Ken Flanders 47:15 97. Alan Stockley 1:06:48 192. Mark Falkingham 1:27:56
3. Hank Chipman 48:25 98. Susan BLaisdell 1:06:51* 193. David Zaslan 1:29:50
4. Bruce Ellis 48:47 99. Richard Connor 1:06:51 194. Thomas Wood 1:30:19
5. Gerry Clapper 49:11 1Q0. Brian Lasalle 1:07:01 195. Diane Collins 1:32:20*
6. Tom Leonard 50:10 101. Mickey Lackey 1:07:02 196. Barbara Peppy 1:34:46*
7. Larry Deans 50:30 102. Frank Bednar 1:07:05 197. Karen Jones 1:37:55*
8. Chris Bovie 50:54 103. John Peleiderer 1:07:17 198. George Berube 1:38:40
9. Gary Allen 50:56 104. Eric Miller 1:07:21
Results courtesy of Tom Severance
CUMBERLAND-NO. YARMOUTH LIONS CLUB 91.
92.
Bart Dickinson
Nick Morisco
30:47
31:00
31:09*
30.
31.
David Cunio
Vaughn Holyoke
38:39
38:534 MILE ROAD RACE Aug 14th
32. Cliff Hatfield 38:58
94. Carol Wells 31:16* 33. George Van Doren 39:01
1. Doug Ingersoll 20:37 95. Ralph Roberts 31:39 34. Sumner Weeks 39:17
2. Brian Flanders 21:05 96. James Atwell 31:42 35. Tim Drury 39:22
3. A. Leo Lachance 21:12 97. Greenhalgh Carde 31:46 36. Robin Emery 39:23*
4. Gene Coffin 21:25 98. Jennifer Audet 31:49* 37. Steve Gross 39:25
5. Kevin McDonald 21:30 99. Carol Trotter 31:55* 38. Eric Lake 39:45
6. Jim Babb 22:17 100. Jane Barrow 32:11* 39. Burt Hoggett 39:46
7. Scott Samuelson 22:18 101. Maria Reali 37:13* 40. Michael Benjamin 40:16
8. Jeff Buck 22:31 102. Hugh Zwicker 32:22 41. Kam Mun 40:32
9. Dale Dorr 22:33 103. Lisa Anderson 37:31* 42. Ken Shea 40:48
10. Peter Connolly 22:45 104. Daniel Shaw 32:36 43. Rick Davis 40:55
11. John James 22:52 105. Jeff Johnson 37:42 44. Jeff Brochu 41:17
12. Ronald Newbury 22:55 106. Todd Trudeau 32:47 45. Larry Rich 41:24
13. Daniel Smith 23:02 107. Peter Adams 32:51 46. Geoff Manifold 41:25
14. Gino Valeriani 23:10 108. Suzanne Greenleaf 37:54* 47. Doug DeAngelis 41:49
15. Brad Pomero 23:13 109. William Turewitz 32:55 48. Richard Sayles 41:54
16. Larry Butler 23:26 110. Marjorie Bride 33:09* 49. Don Ardine 41:59
17. Albert Pulver 23:29 111. Jim Gurney 33:15 50. Tony Beardsley 42:04
18. Roland Frotter 23:31 112. Meg May 33:37* 51. Lori Stratton-Jones 42:07*
19. Richard Well* 23:33 113. Sheree Rizzardi 33:45* 52. Pete Reilly 42:58
20. Sid Hazelton 23:37 114. Yvette Knight 33:51* 53. Bob Nesiba 43:05
21. Robert Jarratt 23:46 115. James Tortorella 33:59 54. Robbie Pendergist 43:07
22. Joel Titcomb 23:56 116. Larry Barron 34:07 55. Bill Belser 43:10
23. Dan Burke 23:59 117. Mary-Kate Murphy 34:32* 56. Robert Gaboury 43:14
24. Richard Campbell 24:07 118. Margaret Swanson 34:47* 57. Ed Morin 43:18
25. John Moncure 24:09 119. Philip Trask 34:48 58. Dan DeLong 43:36
26. Dean Gillet 24:22 120. Paul Reali 34:56 59. Billy Whitmore 43:38
27. Gary Johnson 24:24 121. Martha Brunner 34:59* 60. Alan Wolfley 43:52
28. John Muench 24:32 122. Larry Reinsborough 35:33 61. Terrence Cousins 43:55
29. Robert Payne 24:40 123. Joyce Moore 35:44* 62. Bob Pride 44:15
30. Mike Guidi 24:48 124. William Fisher 35:48 63. Scott Sanderson 44:16
31. Mark Dorsey 25:01 125. Jessica Knight 36:12* 64. Hyla John Tracy 44:21
32. Brian Milliken 25:02 126. Janet Tortorella 36:21* 65. Clifford Noyes 44:34
33. Richard Neal 25:09 127. W.E. Lasette, Jr. 36:37 66. Jeannette LaPlante 44:37*
34. Scott Strout 25:09 128. Sheridan Robbins 36:40 67. Bob Morrison 44:39
35. Frank Knight 25:10 129. Ralph Robbins 36:40 68. Richard Davis 44:43
36. Frank Ferland 25:29 130. Pamela Fisher 36:47* 69. David Nadel 44:47
37. Timothy Crowley 25:35 131. Marlene Reali 36:47* 70. Guy Dunbar 44:53
38. John Reali 25:42 132. James Tarsetti, Sr. 36:48 71. John Holyoke 45:05
39. Bill Higbee 25:54 133. Glenn Powell 36:53 72. Mark Hardison 45:11
40. Pete Lyons 25:57 134. Patricia Flanders 37:06* 73. David Van Doren 45:18
41. James Tarsetti 26:06 135. Lois Wardwell 37:27* 74. Daniel Stanley 45:21
42. Jack Vreeland 26:17 136. Mary Gamage 38:14* 75. Kellie Stratton 45:28*
43. Newton Towle 26:36 137. Suzanne Martelle 38:21* 76. Allan Kaufman 45:39
44. Roger Putnam 26:39 138. Beth White 38:21* 77. Karen Thomas 45:45*
45. Rachel Veilleux 26:40* 139. Jackie O'Connell 38:26* 78. Samuel Auerbach 45:57
46. Jay Niles 26:44 140. Mary O'Connell 38:37* 79. Houston Macintosh 46:00
47. Alan Monney 26:45 141. Carol Hanley 40:01* 80. Steve Smith 46:25
48. Mary Meehan 26:47* 142. Alison Cherry 40:55* 81. Patty Noll 46:29*
49. John Rubin* 26:57 143. Robin Taxras 41:00* 82. Theodore Duffy 46:32
50. Jeffery Porter 26:58 144. Gwen Ouillette 44:15* 83. Al Dana 46:52
51. Carlton Mendell 27:00 145. David Trudeau, Jr. 44:17 84. Ron Hunter 47:04
52. Kyle Tong 27:02 146. David Trudeau 44:18 85. Jackie Trefethen 47:06*
53. Art Porter, Jr. 27:07 86. Roger Fuller 47:10
54. Leif Neilsen 27:11 Results courtesy of Rick Strout 87. Tom Bossie 47:11
55. Peter Holloway 27:18 Race Director 88. Perry Fletcher 47:12
56. Paul Cote 27:25 89. Dan Dolan 47:35
57. William Keniston 27:29 90. Bob Novac k. 47:35
58. Charles Ouillette 27:37 FOURTH ANNUAL GRAND WILLEY ROAD RACE 91. Tim Wiggins 47:59
59. Steven Vance 27:45 Ellsworth 10K Aug 14th 92. Ralph Mastrorio 48:04
60. Lloyd Cook 27:47 — 93. Eric Auerbach 48:05
61. Nick Morisco 27:50 94. Michaela Kane 48:09*
62. John Meeham 28:00 1. Henri Bouchard 32:23 95. Bill Beardsley 48:16
63. Bill Holden 28:02 2. James Newett 32:37 96. Ellen Hunter 48:21
64. Peter Pompeo 28:07 3. Glendon Rand 33:22 97. Judy Trefethen 48:39*
65. Veronica Knight 28:14* 4. Chris Holt 33:29 98. Kurt Bauersfeld 48:50
66. Richard Dyer 28:17 5. John Mills 33:33 99. Kate English 48:53*
67. James Chase 28:21 6. Adam Berlew 33:47 100. Ray Fitch 49:06
68. Glenn Moore 28:25 7. John Condon 33:58 101. Susan Stahler 49:07*
69. Ted Perry 28:43 8. Peter Swanson 34:24 102. Joe Gallant 49:09
70. Timothy Doucette 28:51 9. Steve Dunlap 34:34 103. Kirsten Snyder 49:32*
71. Neal Johnson 29:01 10. Glen Holyoke 35:26 104. Linda Bauer 49:43*
72. John Ouillette 29:10 11. Doug Graves 35:32 105. Jan Washburn 49:44*
73. Catherine Jarratt 29:14* 12. Arthur Jonson 36:00 106. Daniel Force 50:01
74. John Edmondson 29:15 13. Andy Beardsley 36:17 107. Jim Ippolito 50:01
75. Richard Lemieux 29:18 14. Greg Everett 36:52 108. Paul Halpern 50:50
76. Heather Higbee 29:23* 15. Dick McKenney 37:08 109. Sheryl Davis 51:09*
77. Norris Stowell 29:38 16. Don Rae 37:22 110. Jimmy Davis 51:21
78. Jon May 29:42 17. Mike Russ 37:31 111. Nancy Graves Olsen 51:27*
79. John Hanley 29:44 18. Mike Halmo 37:32 112. James Pendergist 51:57
80. Bud Cherry 29:48 19. Cliff Rogers 37:39 113. Marjorie Force 52:19*
81. Ann Letarte 29:51* 20. John Trefethen 37:40 114. Don Osborne 53:10
82. Marily Wiloff 29:52* 21. David O'Connell 37:43 115. Lori Holyoke 53:18*
83. Peter Taylor 29:53 22. James Bauer 38:00 116. Dawn Fraser 53:18*
84. Michele Jordon 29:55* 23. Mark Johnson 38:08 117. Patricia King 54:33*
85. Lynda McNett 29:57* 24. Harold Nelson 38:18 118. Ed O'Connell 54:57
86. Ford Reiche 30:01 25. Timmy Parritt 38:20 119. Paula Dunbar 55:16*
87. Robert Littlefield 30:12 26. Robert Salisbury 38:31 120. Laurie Sills 56:06*
88. Leon Libby 30:24 27. David Chase 38:34 121. Susan Goldstein 57:23*
89. Any Bragdon 30:36* 28. Brad Schmidt 38:36 122. Ken Blaisdell 59:55
90. Wayne Fordham 30:41 29. Mike Mezel 38:37 123. June Blackstone 60:24*
124. Jolan Ippolito 61.-00* 80. Tom Allen 36:43 29. Bill Flahive, Jr. 27:22
125. Jeanette English 61:01* 81. John Robertson 36:45 30. David Enberg 28:11
126. Patrick English 62:34 82. Dan Collyzo 36:58 31. Richard Bloom 28:15
127. Ann Weithman 63:30* 83. Jeff Mason 37:03 32. Bruce Allen 28:16
128. Aaron Stanley 67:40 84. Charles Dorr 37:04 33. John Folsom 28:32
129. Kate Frew 67:41* 85. Joelle Owen 37:08* 34. John Roper 28:41
86. Bruce Pennell 37:19 35. Dana Atkinson 29:24
Results courtesy of Steve Coffin 87. Kathy Holland 37:32* 36. Phil Jones 29:26
Race Director 88. William Newkirk 37:33 37. Neal Johnson 29:47
* * *********** ***** 89. Norj Ahrens 37:35* 38. Dennis Morrill 29:48
90. Troy Rothwell 38:03 39. Leon Libby 30:34
7TH ANNUAL BLUEBERRY RUN 5 MILER 91. John Dzierzynski 38:04 40. Lori Towle 31:36
Machias Aug 21st 92. Rev. Arthur Nelson 38:07 41. Carl Sabatino 31:41
93. Rev. David Norling 38:14 42. Bill Threfen 31:58
94. Braden Alley 38:17 43. Sheree Rizzardi 32:35*
1. Mike Gaige 24:45.9 95. David Alley 38:18 44. Hugh Zwicker 32:46
2. Sheril Sprague 26:28 96. James Hanscom 38:26 45. Jeff Johnson 33:12
3. Steve Frederick 27:21 97. Stanley Zaslav 38:30 46. Kristin Folsom 33:28
4. Philip Stuart 27:30 98. Nancy Davis 38:36* 47. Donna Roberts 33:53*
5. Jonathan Williams 27:50 99. Millard Crowley, Jr 38:50 48. Diane McKeen 34:51*
6. Peter Davis 28:00 100., David Lindquist 38:59 49. James Jordon 34:52
7. Ric Lamoureaux 28:15 101., Betsy Harris 39:15* 50. Steve Sabatino 34:55
8. Jim Kelley 28:32 102., Don Beal 39:24 51. John Foley 34:56
9. Mike Francis 28:59 103., Carl Henderson 39:32 52. Joyce Moore 35:08*
10. Bion McFadden 29:04 104., Jane Mason 39:36* 53. Gary Simon 35:09
111. Mike Russ 29:10 105.. Linde Bedard 39:44* 54. Terri Morris 36:12
12. Verne Cunningham 29:42 106.. Richard Butler 39:59 55. Robin Taxeras 38:40*
13. Dennis Harmon 30:01 107., Ann Schoanthaler-Ervin 40:16* 56. Frank Morong 38:44
14. Allan Lockyer 30:02 108., Lisa Noyes 41:04* 57. LeeLee Morrison 40:32*
15. Ralph Richardson 30:09 109., Joan Leslie 41:09* 58. Cheryl Breton 40:34*
16. George Fountas 30:18 110., Susan Vincent 41:41* 59. Charlene Torrey 41:53*
17. Craig Maker 30x22 111. Susan Newkirk-Sanborn 42:23* 60. Ruth Morrison 42:10*
18. Robert Trescott 30:29 112., Chris McCann 42:33 61. Pat McGovern 42:10
19. Cliff Hatfield 30:37 113. Chris Dorr 42:34 62. Pete Howell 46:01
20. John Augmuth 30:58 114. Stephen Apsega, Sr. 42:42
21. Merle Knowles, Jr. 31:02 115. Jon Allen 43:18 Results courtesy of Brian T. Gillespie
22. David Coronado 31:12 116. Tom Beyer 43:18 Race Director
23. Bruce Bridgham 31:18 117. Heidi Huntley 44:15*
24. David McCarthy 31:37 118. Ann McCann 44:20*
25. Joseph Bouchard III 31:43 119. P.J. Collipp 44:43 COUNTY FAIR 5-MILE RACE
26. Michael Carter 31:44 120. Yorgo Tolea 46:13 Pembroke, Me. Aug 29
27. Gary Coyne 32:21 121. Stephen McCarthy 46:22
28. Robert Simpson 32:27 122. Vicky Coronado 46:53*
29. Peter Wolley 32:30 123. Mike Reymen 46:53 1. Jack Bickley 28:22
30. Ron Brokaw 32:31 124. David Zaslav 46:56 2. Ric Lamoreaux 29:18
31. Cynthia Lynch 32:36* 125. Jeff Palenik 47:05 3. Mike Francis 29:58
32. Bill Pinkham 32:39 126. Stephen Apsega, Jr. 47:16 4. Bion McFadden 30:14
33. Tim Stuart 32:40 127. Chris Collins 48:13 5. Merle Knowles 32:07
34. Don Ardine 32:45 128. Dan Schaele 49:04 6. Mike Carter 32:29
35. Joel Stevens 32:48 129. Delia Farris 49:33* 7. David McCarthy 33:18
36. Robert Johnston 32:52 130. Priscilla Trescott 49:38 8. David Alley 33:52
37. Polly Stone 32:54* 131. Howard Ingalls 50:14 9. Lenny Woxinger 34:15
38. Rodger Myers 33:20 132. Jodi McGuire 52:51* 10. Paula Stone 35:05*
39. Rod Eves 33:22 133. Michael Henderson 55:17 11. Tony McKim 35:11
40. Tony McKim 33:40 134. Kevin Lemoi 55:17 12. Russell Bassett 36:05
41. Tim Eves 33:45 135. Steve Doucette 57:35 13. Kip Arnold 37:56
42. Lenny Woxinger 33:45 136. Paul Reyman 59:20 14. Carolin Morris 38:33*
43. John Phfleiderer 33:50 15. Braden Alley 39:14
44. Don Be-g, Jr. 33:57 Results courtesy of Mike Worchester 16. Betsy Whalen-Harris 39:21*
45. Alan Slefinger 33:58 Race Director 17. Joelle Owen 39:27*
46. Fred Schmidt 34:01 18. Don Beal 39:40
47. Michael Merritt 34:08 19. Steven Theriault 41:40
48. Glen Thayer 34:12 ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE 4 MILE RUN 20. Chris Hastins 41:44
49. Peter Rearick 34:15 North Windham Aug 22nd 21. Joanne Arnold 42:50*
50. Roberta Hickman 34:17* 22. Stephen McCarthy 46:20
51. Brenda LoPotro 34:21*
52. Terry Cousins 34:29 1. Brian Pettingill 20:35 Results courtesy of Deke Talbot
53. Gary Allen 2. Brian Flanders 20:48 Race Director
Mickey Lackey 34:35 3. Larry Greer 20:57 * * *********** ******
Larry Allen 4. Stu Hogan 21:29
56. Bill LoPotro 34:42 5. Jerry Crommett 21:47 SECOND ANNUAL CASTINE TWOSOME AND OPEN
57. Richard Larson 34:48 6. Mike Polland 22:04 ROAD RACE Aug 21
58. Gil Roderick 34:51 7 . Fergus Kenny 22:12
59. Susan Blaisdell 35:03* 8. Bill Flahive 22:27
60. Mike Hess 35:05 9. Arthur Johnson 22:38 1. Peter Millard 25:48
61. David Dowley 35:09 10. Kurt Nielson 23:09 2. Chris Holt 26:55
62. Shelly Hanley 35:15* 11. Jeff Pomroy 23:22 3. Mark Hatch 27:10
63. Robert Jung 35:30 12. Cass Curtis 23:27 4. Harold Hatch 27:32
64. Samuel Auerbach 35:30 13. John Fischer 23:34 5. Joe Beale 27:56
65. Mike Reisman 14. Mike Towle 23:40 6. Chuck Holt 28:00
Charles Bishop 35:33 15. Richard Campbell 23:59 7. Gary Dawson 28:17
67. Tom Harding 35:43 16. Lenny Sanborn 24:11 3. Dennis Bates 28:32
68. Stephen Fellin 35:48 17. Richard Neal 24:30 9. Chris Jones 29:16
69. Bob Hess 36:12 18. Virginia Connors 24:31* 10. Alan Howard 30:05
70. David Erickson 36:15 19. Robert Benson 24: 37 11. Tim Parritt 30:19
71. Tom Severance 36:20 20. David Flaherty 24:38 12. Steve Kozlovich 30:41
72. ’ James George 36:28 21. Mike Beaudoin 25:11 13. Vaughn Holyoke 30:49
73. Alex Grant 36:30 22. John Moore 25:14 14. Alex Hammer 31:13
74. Dana Urquhart 36:32 23. Cameron Bonsey 25:30 15. Dave Meyer 31:31
75. John Transhue 36:33 24. Steve Woodsum 25:33 16. Robin Emery 31:36*
76. Chris Bunyon 36:36 25. Tim Crowly 25:44 17. Steve Gross 31:43
77. Chris Ward 36:36 26. Shelley Atkinson 25:54 18. Jon Taylq^r 32:03
78. David Harvey 36:39 27. Mike Hoglund 26:37 19. Fr^nk Bragg 32:12
79. Mark King 36:41 28. David Manthorne 27:15 20. Charles Scallia 32:17
21. Barbara Pika 32:33* 12. Mike Ridley 38:08 17. Terry Priest 37:38
22. Rick Morasak 32:38 13. Jim Holmbraker 38:36 18. Mike Cook 37:51
23. Joa Ryan 32:44 14. Bob Nicholson 39:23 19. Geoffrey Hill 38:06
24. Jeannie Lewis 32:52* 15. Roger Cherewatti 39:26 20. John Muench 38:20
25. Barclay Robinson 33:03 16. Russell Chretien 39:36 21. Duane Young 38 :34
26. Greg Everett 33:11 17. Barry Hopkins 39:53 22. David Johnson 38:36
27. Andrea Hatch 33:35* 18. Rodney Kilkenny 40:16 23. Dick MacDonald 38:45
28. Lana Bruns 34:17 19. Vern Lewis 40:35 24. David Comeau 38:55
29. David Jones 34:55 20. Bernie Peatman 41:59 25. Barry Hopkins 38:58
30. Jon Swift 34:56 21. Jim Moore, Jr. 42:31 26. Harvey Rohde 39:20
31. Jeanette LaPlante 35:13* 22. Skip Daggett 42:33 27. Rodney Kilkenny 39:28
32. Patty Clapper 35:18* 23. Gerry Krause 42:54 28. Vernard Lewis 39:30
33. Christie Hendrich 35:32* 24. Blanchard Hupper 44:33 29. Bob Nicholson 39:31
34. Nancy Sullivan 35:52* 25. Alfred Brown 45:16 30. Christopher Hilton 39:33
35. Richard Sullivan 35:52 26. Norman Jackson 45:40 31. Karl Gevecker 39:54
36. Richard Davis 35:53 27. Jeff Daggett 45:54 32. Ronald Paquette 40:18
37. Thomas Clapper 35:57 28. Peggy Clark 45:59* 33. Sam Mitchell 40:26
38. William Prindle 36:07 29. Tim St. Peter 46:48 34. Paul Dali 40:38
39. Mark Handison 36:19 30. David Shorette 47:27 35. Keith Goins 40:54
40. Eric Larsson 36:30 31. Alan Lugg 47:32 36. Norman Jackson 40:59
41. Richard Howland 36:37 32. Betsy Berry 48:24* 37. Russell Chretien 41:02
42. Brian Wardwell 36:45 33. Wade Chipman 49:57 38. Martin Schiff , 41:25
43. Dennis Morrill 36:50 34. Roger Lightbody, Sr. 50:16 39. Edmond Douin 41:44
44. Chris King 36:51 35. Richard Sabol 50:16 40. Sandy Fotter 41:55
45. Maria Johnson 36:57* 36. Donald Osborne 50:33 41. Paul Meservey 42:00
46. John Linscott 37:07 37. Dennis LeBlanc 50:55 42. James Merrow 42:06
47. Arthur Wardwell 37:10 38. Ralph Trenton 51:05 43. Nancy Godsil 42:13*
48. Ann Kingston 37:20* 39. Marianne Steinhacker 52:31* 44.
49. Duncan Martin 37:40 40. Roger Lightbody, Jr. 54:23 45. Rod MacNicholl 42:41
50. Ken Hodgdon 37:52 41. Carey Clement 56:50 46. Mark Chessman 42:42
51. Francis Wardwall 38:01 42. Connie Lugg 58:49* 47. Robert Hilton 42:49
52. William Lawlor 38:08 43. Bill Stone 62:37 48. Kerry Reynolds 42:52
53. Laona Clapper 38:13* 49. Darin Dailey 43:02
54. Lori Holyoke 38:37* Results courtesy of Bob Hagopian 50. Ed Atlee 43:10.
55. Alex Huppe 38:45 Race Director 51. Blanchard Hupper 43:26
56. Jane Bragg 38:52* * * *********** ***** 52. James George 43:42
57. Margaret McInnis 39:05* 53. Gary Bouchard 43:50
•58. Mary Alice Bruce 39:10* WASHBURN FESTIVAL RUN 2.9 MILE 54. ? Dudek 44:01
59. John Pickering 39:10 Aug 28th 55. Too McGuire 44:06
60. Norman Fitzgerald 39:17 -------- --- -------------— 56. David Amer 44:14
61. Charles Clapper 39:24 57. Timothy Ames 44:23
62. John Grant 39:42 1. Jeff Keeton 14:32 58. John Edmondson 44:38
63. James Dearborn 39:56 2. Rick Shelton 14:49 59. Tim St. Peter 45:01
64. Paul Davis 39:56 3. Conrad Walton (M) 15:00 60. Linda McNett 45:29
65. Kathy Howland 40:10* 4. David Mangus 15:04 61. Roger Poulin 45:38
66. Sheryl Davis 40:20* 5. Danny Bondeson 15:09 62. Patrick Godsil 45:39
67. Dick Hale 41:06 6. Matt Scott 15:26 63. Ralph Baldwin 46:08
68. Mary Clapper 41:13* 7. Dan Bustard 15:27 64. David Boynton 46:29
69. Pat Ryan 41:28* 8. Sam Hamilton (SM) 16:10 65. Cliff Ives 46:32
70. Mike Jordan 41:49 9. David Rand 16:28 66. Donna-Jean Pohlman 47:11*
71. Wendell Cox 42:00 10. Chris McDonald 16:36 67. James Herring 47:28
72. Michael Gillette 42:05 11. Jim Nesbitt 16:36 68. Charles Weymouth 48:01
73. Cynthia Wesson 42:15* 12. Bob Duprey 16:57 69. Dennis Kittel 48:03
74. Lucy McNeece 43:07* 13. Pete Cuff 17:42 70. Ellie Rohde 48:58*
75. Chip Terry 43:25 14. Roger Bondeson 18:14 71. Victoria Waldman 49:08*
76. Lyon Terry 43:36 15. David Maxey 18:29 72. Doug Allen 49:18
77. Peter Tenney 43:56 16. M. Humphrey 19:09 73. Amy Adler 49:27*
78. Standish Bourne 44:04 17. Ben Maxey 19:23 74. Jerri Bushey 49:35*
79. David Hammer 44:07 18. Ernest Bragg 19:52 75. Roger Lightbody, Sr. 49:56
80. Stephanie Hibert 44:09* 19. Pat Maxey 20:04 76. Lori Peters 50:28*
81. Ann Churchill 44:12* 20. Bonnie Nelson 20:25* 77. Gary Fitzpatrick 51:06
82. Betsy Parish 44:36* 21. Edward Ouellet 20:45 78. Dawn Vance 51:22*
83. Charleen Wiseman 44:39* 22. Jon Bragg 21:17 79. Robbie Erskine 51:40
84. Adrienne Smalley 45:14* 23. Brad Bragg 22:54 80. Marianne Steinhacker 51:50*
85. Herb Pike 47:56 24. Mike Mangus 23:36 81. Ron LaFratta 52:38
86. Miriam Hyman 48:02* 25. George LeBlanc 24:09 82. Diane Pitman 53:19
87. Joanne Sullivan 48:06* 26. Richard Hartford 24:41 83. Roger Lightbody, Jr. 54:32
88. Mike Winter 48:16 27. Andy Martin 26:47 84. Marjory Lalime 55:26*
89. Sue Loomis 51:41* 28. Rita Fox 27:02* 85. Drew Ketterer 55:38
90. Dick Read 51:41 86. Betty Constantine 55:49*
91. Sean McDonough 52:27 Results courtesy of Larry Whipkey 87. Gary Snowden 56:31
92. Siobhan McDonough 52:27* Race Director 88. Suzanne Fitzpatrick 56:57*
93. Dan Greenwald 52:34 * * *********** * * * * 89. Paul Sheridan 58:01
94. Pam Hutchins 53:45* 90. Bill Stone 59:19
SKOWHEGAN LOG DAY 10K RACE 91. Pamela White 62:55*
Results courtesy of Jim McCaffrey Aug 28th 92. Carole Baldwin 62:55*
Racei Director — 93. Paul Nelson 77:21
* * ********** ******
1. Henry Chipman 32:30 Results courtesy of Jack Dirkman &
THE KENNEBEC 10,000 2. Chris Bovie 32:53 Robert Nicholson
Madison Aug 21 3. Steve Dunlap 33:42 Race Directors
— 4. Roger Foster 34:11 * * *********** ******
5. Chris McMann 34:29
1. Henry Chipman 32:03 6. Rick Stuart 34:32 5K THE Y WAY 1982 (3.05 miles)
2. Steve Ridley 33:37 7. Eric McNett 34:46 Old Town Aug 28
3. Steve Dunlap 34:01 8. Gene Roy 34:56
4. Gene Roy 35:44 9. Deke Talbot 35:39
5. Chris McMann 35:49 10. Bob Hagopian 35:45 I. John Williamson 15:14
6. Bob Hagopian 36:12 11. Doug MacDonald 35:52 2. Larry Deans 15:18
7. Lonnie Moody 36:46 12. David Marble 35:57 3. Gary Coyne 15:25
8. Mike Simoneau 37:00 13. Peter Lynch 36:27 4. Tim Marquis 15:50
9. Bob Clement 37:21 14. Dean Rasmussen 36:49 5. Brian McCrea 15:52
10. Jeff Brown 37:37 15. Mike Simoneau 36:59 6. Dennis Bates 16:00
11. GeoTfrey Hill 37:42 16. Dave Dunlap 37:12 7. Gary Dawson 16:20
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101.
Phfl St.Pierre 
Mike Russ 
Ray Cormier 
Matthew Turek 
David Curtis 
John Alexander 
Alex Hammer 
Oskar Feichtinger 
James Sucec 
Chris McAvoy 
Jen Wockow 
Tim Barker 
Pat Boss 
Jeff Brown 
Richard Allen 
Larry Rich 
Don Ardine 
Jeannie Lewis 
Ray Owen 
Frank Woodard 
Rick McAvoy 
Gerald Krause 
Cynthia Lynch 
Alan Comeau 
Mike Turner 
Bill Wardwell 
Darren Lord 
Richard Sayels 
Roger Marquis 
Steve Marquis 
David Van Doren 
Scott VanKulenburg 
Pat Kama 
Dick Miles 
Don Berg
Robbie Pendergist 
Afxentiou Loizos 
Chris Boyle 
Barbara Plank 
John Sucec 
Mike Denny 
Jennifer Shea 
John MacDonald 
Steve McLaughlin 
Tony Joaquin 
Andy Cote 
Edmond Brissette 
Charles Russ 
Rodney White 
Don Ardine, Jr. 
Chris Ranco 
Jeannette LaPlante 
Barry Wiseman 
John Pickering 
Jim Martin 
Leona Clapper 
David Thibodeau 
Jack Cashman 
Jimmy Davis 
Jennifer Wiseman 
Bill Lawlor 
Fernald Curtis 
Mary Alice Bruce 
Stan Lucien 
Wendall Porter 
Charles Clapper 
Missy Shea 
Ellen Spring 
Amy Curtis 
Karen Pooler 
Harry Trask 
Rae Wren 
Charles Murphy 
Ross Johnston 
Dee Dee Delong 
Sharon LaFlamme 
Lynn Maienfant 
James Lacadie 
Bruce Webb 
Lance Cote 
Nick McKenny 
Dodi Flaherty 
Phyllis Thibodeau 
Vernon Elsmore 
Jackie Wadman 
Stella Clement 
Martina McAvoy 
Jenny Jacobs 
Bernard Turner 
Kara Verault 
Jane Philbrick 
Robert Soulas 
Peter Curra- 
Dettfjie Cote
16:26 102.. John Rand 27:29
16:41 103.. Donna Wampler 29:03*
16:57 104.. Jessica George 29:03*
17:07 105.. Mary Hallman 29:30*
17:09 106.. Mary Vereault 36:04*
17:20 107.. Zaxen Krause 37:34
17:35
17:46 Results courtesy of Kim Damien
17:52 Race Director
17:54 * * ********** ******
18:06
18:08 SOUTH PORTLAND BOYS CLUB ROAC RACES
18:10 Aug 29th
io: 11
18:12
Only results available from the race
18:14
director.
18:15
18:19* 10K
18:24
IQ. 1. Doug Ingersoll 30:48.6io:
IO,')') 2. Werner Pobatschnig 31:35.9io: J 2
IQ. *12
3. Greg DiBiase 31:53.4
Ao: □<*
4. George Towle 32:08.2
Ao: □ /
1 Q.
5. Jerry Crommett 33:00.7
Ao: J
6. Timothy Clement 33:45.8
lo: 4 J
7. Dennis Smith 33:47.8
18:45
8. Richard Mulhern 34:35.1
18:50
9. Paul Davis 34:58.0
18:56
10. Steven Olafsen 35:23.7
18x59
11. David Smith 35:36.5
18:59
12. Kurt Olafson 35:40.1
19:02
13. Ralph Reed 35:56.3
19104
14. Cliff Knight 36:02.5
19:05 
19x13
15. Ken Finlayson 36:09.7
19:26
19:36
Two Mile Race (14 and under)
19:38 1. Tom LaRose 10:57.2
19:39 2. Erich Reed 10:57.8
19:40* 3. Jim Kimball 10:58.5
19:45 4. Bobby Sprague 11:43.9
19:46 5. Patrick Mullen 12:02.3
19:46* 6. Tim Berry 12:03.7
20:05 7. Karen Sprague 12:05.4*
20:17 8. David Manthorne 12:23.9
20:20 9. Sharon Bay 12:24.5*
20:22 10. Steve Darling 12:43.2
20:23 11. Mike Arsenault 12:51.7
20:23 12. Brad Berry 13:03.4
20:35 13. Chris Lynch 13:57.6
20:36 14. Stacey Bay 14:18.8
20:38 15. Denise Harlow 14:21.0*
20:39*
20:39 Results courtesy of William Edmonson
20:55 Portland Boys ClubAssociation
20:59
21:06*
21:10 ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE VS BOWDOIN
21:10 Brunswick 5.7 mile golf course Sep 4
21:14
21:15*
21:16 1. Garcia St. Joe’s 31:02
21:36 2. Schoening Bow 31:22
21:36* 3. Hogan St. Joe's 31:26
21:38 4. Crocker St. Joe's 31:40
21:39 5. Kenny St. Joe's 31:55
21:44 6. Sitcawich Bow 32:25
21:55* 7. Polland St. Joe's 32:27
22:04 8. Holt St. Joe's 32:31
22:05* 9. Dresser Bow 32:36
22:28* 10. Johnson St. Joe's 32:44
22:45 11. Eaton Bow 33:16
22:50* 12. MacDonald Bow 33:26
22:54 13. MaGuire St. Joe's 33:35
22:55 14. Wescott Bow 33:38
23:05* 15. Tecce Bow 33:39
23:43* 16. Pohl Bow 33:48
23:45* 17. Holt St. Joe's 33:55
23:52 18. Riley St. Joe's 34:15
24:04 19. Pinkham Bow 34:28
24:21 20. Palmer Bow 34:54
24:22 21. Yannetti Bow 34:58
24:33* 22. Williams St. Joe's 35:04
24:50* 23. Beisan Bow 35:35
24:51 24. Menz Bow 35:57
25:11* 25. Palmer Bow 36:27
25:24* 26. Rez Bow 40:30
25:25* 27. Griffin Bow 40:34
25:30* 28. Turner Bow 40:34
25:57 29. Allaire Bow 47:27
26:02*
26:07* St. Joseph's College 20 (1-0)
26:38 Bowdoin College 40 (0-1)
26:43
26:59* Results courtesy of Brian Gillespie
BATH. ELKS - 1ST ANNUAL LABOR DAY CLASSIC
5 Miles Sep 4th
1. Rock Green 27:03
2. Lance Guiliani 27:19
3. Jason Cakouros 28:01
4. John Leeming 28:26
5. Mark Simpson 28:47
6. John Hardman 29:22
7. Andrew Dabczynski 29:33
8. Mike Clark 29:37
9. Kurt Olafsen 29:43
10. Richard Campbell 29:48
11. Bob Stuart 30:12
12. Larry Walden 30:16
13. John Moncure 30:23
14. Jerry Bodmer 31:20
15. James Reed 31:35
16. Dean Hatch 31:49
17. Harvey Rhode 32:09
18. Jeanette Malone 32:10*
19. Jonathan Brawn 32:19
20. Robert Hodge 32:39
21. Don Moser 32:56
22. John Bell 33:05
23. Ralph Fowler 33:09
24. Fred Currie 33:13
25. Roger Putnam 33:20
26. Don Brewer 33:22
27. Joseph Isgro 33:29
28. Don Cellar 33:35
29. Barry Lohnes 34:09
30. Thomas Doten 34:13
31. Harry Reynolds 34:16
32. Gladys DeWick 34:18*
33. Brian Breslin 34:25
34. Bob Laberge 34:28
35. Tracey Fowler 34:39*
36. Douglas Wood 34:45
37. Don Back 34:50
38. Robert Cressey 34:58
39. Stephen Hart 35:07
40. David Enberg 35:14
41. Bruce Pooler, Jr. 35:27
42. Paul McCourt 35:50
43. Steven Doran 35:54
44. Bruce Pooler, Sr. 36:02
45. Stephen DeWick 37:02
46. Linda McNett 37:49*
47. June Fitzgerald 37:53*
48. John Rush 38:11
49. Dawn Vance 38:14*
50. David Rhode 38:15
51. w. D. Sanford 38:30
52. Steve Elie 38:41
53. Milt Dudley 38:42
54. Winifred Wood 38:45*
55. Frank Walls 38:49
56. Gerard McKernan 38:56
57. Don Spear 39:04
58. Steven Douglas 39:07
59. Steve Warner 39:11
60. Marjorie Force 39:11*
61. Nancy Beward 39:24*
62. Russell Hatch 39:37
63. Wendy Pooler 40:20*
64. Art Hesser 40:39
65. Ellie Rhode 40:56*
66. John Richardson 41:11
67. Curtis Thorpe 41:45
68. Mel Ferris 41:48
69. Jeanne Helie 42:06*
70. Willaim Miller 42:06
71. Barry Howell 43:12
72. Debbie Berman 43:26*
73. Bob Kalish 43:38
74. William Haggett 44:09
75. Gary Sprinkler 46:50
76. Deborah Beal 47:24*
77. Sandra Hodge 49:14*
78. Karen Jorgensen 49:14*
79. Maichael Dodge 50:25
Results courtesy of Russ 
Race
Hatch
Director
* * **********1k * * * * *
THE GOOD SPORTS 10 Miler 91. Robert Jolicoeur 1:01:28 185. Steve Swindells 1:07:14
Brunswick Aug 22 92. Steven Ross 1:01:34 186. David Palmer 1:07:15
93. Don Harden 1:01:36 187. Bill Haskell 1:07:16
94. Harry Schmitke 1:01:43 188. Denton Bumgardner 1:07:17
1. Ken Flanders 50:43 95. David Laude 1:01:49 189. Steve Palmer 1:07:13
2. Colin Peddie 50:48 96. Chase Pray 1:01:51 190. Roger Putnam 1:07:18
3. Doug Ingersoll 51:15 97. Stewart Jordan 1:01:57 191. Joe Aloisio 1:07:19
4. Gary Wallace 51:19 98. John Coons 1:02:05 192. Ron Gervais 1:07:27
5. Danny Paul 52:33 99. Dennis Carpentier 1:02:12 193. Skip Rowe 1:07:31
6. John Keller 52:34 100. Erick Anderson 1:02:14 194. David Bright 1:07:34
7. Greg DeBiase 53:00 101. Scott Titcomb 1:02:17 195. Chrles Hutchins 1:07:37
8. Ralph Fletcher 53:08 102. Larry Doble 1:02:18 196. John Schwerdel 1:07:43
9. Steve Russell 53:23 103. Perer Hanson 1:02:19 197. Rick Strout 1:07:48
10. Werner Pobatschnig 53:42 104. Gregory Bridgman 1:02:24 198. Charlie Gordon 1:08:02
11. Larry Deans 53:58 105. Laurie Munson 1:02:30* 199. Bruce Kingdon 1:08:14
12. Chris Bovie 54:25 106. Thomas Prosser 1:02:31 200. John Mulrooney 1:08:15
13. Rock E. Green 54:56 107. Bill Barker 1:02:39 201. William Conn 1:08:20
14. Kyle Rankin 55:01 108. Stacy Prescott 1:02:40* 202. Ray Cooper 1:08:24
15. Allen Pierce 55:03 109. Larry Taylor 1:02:47 203. Arthur Shea 1:08:25
16. Jeff L. Bengstsson 55:16 110. Pete Galle 1:02:48 204. Barbara Hamaluk 1:08:30*
17. Greg Parlin 55:25 111. Arthur Warren 1:02:58 205. Joe Santo Isgro 1:08:32
18. Herb Parsons (M) 55:26 112. Larry Barker 1:02:59 206. Al Miller 1:08:35
19. Lance Guliani 55:35 113. Jeannie Lewis 1:03:03* 207. Don Moser 1:08:36
20. Mickey Lackey 55:42 114. Brian Warren 1:03:06 208. Madeline Butcher 1:08:40*
21. Dick McFaul 55:57 115. Ken Sylvester 1:03:10 209. Jo Comeau 1:08:53*
22. Mark Violette 56:03 116. Merle Hartford 1:03:19 210. Kurt Compeau 1:08:58
23. Steve Astle 56:06 117. Gary Grady 1:03:23 211. Jack Vreeland 1:08:59
24. Thomas Patrick 56:16 118. Doug Moody 1:03:29 212. Brian LaSalle 1:09:10
25. Jeff Buck 56:27 119. John LeMieux 1:03:39 213. Mark Danyla 1:09:11
26. Daniel Campbell 56:27 120. Arnie Clark 1:03:40 214. Malcolm McPhee 1:09:14
27. Brian McCrea 56:46 121. Joe Tacka 1:03:43 215. Bill Green 1:09:16
28. Arnie Green 56:54 122. Wes Rothermel 1:03:44 216. Bob Booker 1:09:18
29. Chcuk Radis 57:01 123. Dennis Hayes 1:03:46 217. Bill Johnson 1:09:19
30. Anthony Lombardo 57:06 124. Bill Leschey 1:03:47 218. S. Guy Higgins 1:09:23
31. Daniel Smith 57:07 125. Dave Comeau 1:03:52 219. Richard Woodford 1:09:31
32. Richard Lane 57:18 126. Andrew Garson 1:03:54 220. Arthur E. Tome 1:09:33
33. Stewart Plamer 57:19 127. Sterling Leblanc 1:03:56 221. Frederick Ward, Jr. 1:09:34
34. Eric McNett 57:29 128. William Scaplen 1:03:58 222. Rudy Plummer 1:09:35
35. Dwight Blease 57:32 129. Jane Parsons 1:04:00* 223. John Joseph 1:09:36
36. Jane Welzel 57:41* 130. Russell Martin 1:04:04 224. Paul Conner 1:O9L:39
37. Dale Dorr 57:42 131. Steve Caron 1:04:05 225. Don Brewer 1:09:40
38. Dick MacKenzie 57:47 132. William Fitzsimmons 1:04:14 226. Dave Paul 1:09:42
39. Mike Daly 57:52 133. Jeff Beane 1:04:15 227. Shirley Packard 1:09:45*
40. Robert Quentin 57:54 134. Leo Richardson 1:04:17 228. Jonathan Brawn 1:09:48
41. Chris Miller 57:57 135. Jonathon Wolkow 1:04:18 229. David Vail 1:09:58
42. Darren Billings 57:58 136. Jim Swan 1:04:19 230. Joy Green 1:09:59*
43. John Leeming 58:04 137. Dick Sabine 1:04:22 231. William Fox 1:10:02
44. Bob Coughlin 58:09 138. Kim Beaulieu 1:04:24* 232. John Gale 1:10:03
45. Ron Newbury 58:29 139. David Toothaker 1:04:40 233. Russel Stegemollen 1:10:05
46. Don Reimer 58:36 140. Frank Knight 1:04:46 234. Dave Trussell 1:10:10
47. Barry Howgate 58:37 141. Joe Truthworthy 1:04:48 235. Dave Conley 1:10:11
48. Dean Rasmussen 58:38 142. Chris Hilton 1:04:54 236. George Carpenter 1:10:14
49. Stacy Bryant 58:39 143. Albert Fortin 1:04:56 237. David Warren 1:10:15
50. Paul Kehoe 58:41 144. Joseph Corkery 1:05:00 238. Weld Henshaw 1:10:16
51. Brian Warren 58:44 145. Randy Talbot 1:05:01 239. Chip Berning 1:10:24
52. Gary Weber 58:50 146. Michael Zedalis 1:05:04 240. Pernod Duffey 1:10:25
53. George Johnson, Jr. 58:56 147. C. Ernest Edgar, IV 1:05:10 241. Natalie Buzzull 1:10:26*
54. Guy Berthiaume 58:57 148. Gary Shull 1:05:11 242. Robert Waddle 1:10:31
55. Tim Clement 58:58 149. Geoff Rushlau 1:05:12 243. Charlene Knight 1:10:36*
56. Eugene Pool 59:02 150. Michael Worden 1:05:15 244. Album Butler 1:10:39
57. Alan Reilly 59:04 151. Carlton Mendell 1:05:17 245. Veronica Knight 1:10:40*
58. John Titus 59:08 152. Arnold Green, II 1:05:18 246. Tim Clough 1:10:46
59. William MacDonald 59:14 153. Bruce King 1:05:22 247. Steve Doran 1:10:51
60. Robert Jarratt 59:15 154. David Johnson 1:05:23 248. Joanie Rhoda 1:10:53*
61. Richard Wells 59:20 155. Bill Higbee 1:05:25 249. Barb Coughlin 1:10:55*
62. Ralph Thomas 59:26 156. Scott Strout 1:05:26 250. Robert McIntire 1:10:58
63. Gary Wright 59:31 157. David Southworth 1:05:29 251. Ian Laitala 1:10:59
64. Joel Hinshaw 59:32 158. William Gayton 1:05:32 252. Daniel Fisher 1:11:07
65. Mark Simpson 59:37 159. Barney Hallowell 1:05:34 253. Fred Beck 1:11:09
66. Frank Brume 59:43 160. Ron Paquette 1:05:36 254. John Conley, Jr. 1:11:12
67. Kent MacDonald 59:53 161. Sam Butcher 1:05:41 255. Timothy Amero 1:11:17
68. Larry Walden 59:59 162. Anthony Carroll 1:05:48 256. Paul McCourt 1:11:18
69. Bill Haney 1:00:04 163. Paul Doll 1:05:49 257. Don Cellar 1:11:18
70. Jerry Allanach 1:00:11 164. Rob Hillgrove 1:05:51 258. James Chase 1:11:18
71. James Moore 1:00:15 165. Don Sanborn 1:05:52 259. Michael Strong 1:11:24
72. David DeLois 1:00:20 166. Paul Merrill 1:05:53 260. Jim Schoonover 1:11:30
73. Joshua Antrim 1:00:25 167. Munro Dodge 1:05:56 261. Robert Hilton 1:11:33
74. George Prescott 1:00:26 168. Lee Nicely 1:06:03 262. Brian Perkins 1:11:36
75. Bob Stuart 1:00:28 169. Thomas Downing 1:06:04 263. Richard Higgins 1:11:37
76. John Moncure 1:00:29 170. Michael Cook 1:06:08- 264. Robert Cressey 1:11:48
77. Arnold Arthur Adams 1:00:31 171. Karen McCann 1:06:13 265. Martha Shur 1:11:50*
/78. Rit Roberts 1:00:33 172. Robert Bois 1:06:15 266. Doug Hannum 1:11:51
79. Jim Toulouse 1:00:34 173. John Peters 1:06:16 267. L. Gladys DeWick 1:11:53*
80. Thomas Swan 1:00:35 174. Curt Saigo 1:06:21 268. John Hodgkins 1:11:54
81. Steve Moriarty 1:00:38 175. Jason Wilson 1:06:23 269. Bill LoPotro 1:11:56
82. Steve Liggett 1:00:52 176. Austin Farrar 1:06:49 270. Brenda LoPotro 1:11:59*
83. David Smith 1:00:53 177. Bob Laberge 1:06:54 271. Howard Sagrans 1:12:00
84. James Kein 1:01:02 178. Ken Curtis 1:07:01 272. Harry Bolich 1:12:01
85. John Long 1:01:10 179. Jim Hoffmeister 1:07:02 273. Brian Cookson 1:12:09
86. Joel Titcomb 1:01:13 180. Frank Morong 1:07:05 274. Jay Reilly 1:12:15
87. Cliff Knight 1:01:17 181. Daniel Brennock 1:07:09 275. Bob Hillgrove 1:12:16
88. Stephen Harriman 1:01:22 182. Charles Knight 1:07:10 276. Gary Barrett 1:12:20
89. Robert Hornbeck 1:01:23 183. Charles Francis 1:07:12 277. Cathy Jarratt 1:12:26*
90. Grgg Dugas 1:01:25 184. Dana Smith 1:07:12 278. Stephen Roberts 1:12:27
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Heather Higbee 1:12:32 373. Robert Ohlson 1:19:39 27. Rob Junt
Jerie Bugbee 1:12:33 374. Jonathan Choate 1:19:54 28. Paul Cote
Ken Gaecklein 1:12:40 375. John Rush 1:20:04 29. Mike Fickett
Lona Wright 1:12:47* 376. Gerald McKernan 1:20:09 30. Charlie Gordon
Elizabeth Poulin 1:12:51* 377. Sarah Roy 1:20:12* □1. Al Miller
Alan Khoury 1:12:52 378. Jean Thomas 1:20:25* 32. Kerry Reynolds
Mark Gilbert 1:12:54 379. Kevin Purcell 1:20:27 33. Guy Higgins
Frank Marena 1:13:01 380. John Bride 1:20:50 34. Maddy Butcher
Angela Adams 1:13:02* 381. Robert Currier 1:21:15 35. Shirley Packard*
Susan Leeswan 1:13:10 382. Don Spear 1:21:19 36. Brian Perkins
John Edmondson 1:13:18 383. Leonard Rainey 1:21:57 37. David Vail
Scott Sanford 1:13:26 384. Bev Garber 1:22:04* 38. Chip Berning
Bernard Ross 1:13:32 385. Marie Pier Brooks 1:22:09* 39. Fred Ward
Barry Lohnes 1:13:33 386. Francine Currier 1:22:26* 40. Steve Doran
William Elgee 1:13:36 387. Albert Utterstrom 1:22:34 41. Martin Desmarais
Bradley Mallett 1:13:37 388. Michael Miller 1:22:46 42. Bill Fox
Bertrand Gendron 1:13:39 389. Joyce Goodie 1:22:55* 43. Bob Laberge
Kris Nordlie 1:13:41 390. Irving Faunce 1:23:41 44. Jan- Waddle*
Dennis Gaecklin 1:13:43 391. Richard Crocker 1:23:58 45. Jon Reitman
Keith Minich 1:13:46 392. Celeste Perkins 1:24:03* 46. Nancy Bruce*
Brian Dante 1:13:48 393. Rick Byras 1:24:23 47. Doug Wood
Jane Waddle 1:13:52* 394. Greg Lamb 1:24:33 48. Heather Higbee*
Linda McNee 1:13:57* 395. Linwood Young II 1:24:44 49. D. Moorehead
Richard Manthorne 1:14:08 396. Bud Thompson 1:24:53 50. Cathy Jarratt*
David Gaecklein 1:14:09 397. Ellen Spring 1:25:10* 51. Julie Fitzgerald*
Elin Dunn 1:14:14 398. Yvette Knight 1:25:25* 52. Linda McNett*
Scott Bryant 1:14:16 399. Cush Haywood 1:25:30 53. Donald Cheetham
David McManus 1:14:23 400. William Tozier 1:25:31 54. Kris Caraganis-Gordon
Barbara Godfrey 1:14:24* 401. George Hodermarsky 1:25:49 55. Nancy Dorr*
Cliff Fletcher 1:14:28 402. Peter Curran 1:25:51 56. John Rush
Christie Baldwin 1:14:31* 403. Daniel Thompson 1:26:07 57. Steve Douglas
Geoff Miller 1:14:33 404. Hannah Gibbs 1:26:09* 58. Donald Spear
Marjorie Rego 1:14:34* 405. Mary Lee Fowler 1:26:14* 59. Judy Fahey*
John Rego 1:14:35 406. Karen Lee Welch 1:26:21* 60. Leonard Rainey
Donna Taylor 1:14:39* 407. Beverley McCoid 1:26:23* 61. Art Heusser
Earle Kenney 1:14:40 408. Lester Rhoads 1:26:37 62. Curtis Thorpe
Gordon Smith 1:14:41 409. Jan Mokros 1:26:40* 63. Celeste Perkins*
Tom Noonan 1:14:43 410. Don McRae, Jr. 1:26:57 64. Charles Hildreth
John Edwards 1:14:44 411. David Miller 1:27:09 65. Pat Lindsay
Douglas Munsey, Jr. 1:14:44 412. Cindy Hansen 1:27:47* 66. Janet Hewson*
Michael Muecino 1:14:45 413. Vicki Strong 1:27:56*
Debra Benner 1:14:46* 414. Noreen Mellor 1:28:24* Results courtesy of Rob Jarratt
Rol Fessenden 1:14:52 415. Dee Nicely 1:28:43* the Good Sport
Warren Wilson 1:14:55 416. Bennell T. C. Gardner 1:29:05
David Cook 1:15:03 417. Tom Dutton 1:29:39
Steve Dewick 1:15:09 418. Richard Ball 1:29:48 THE FLATIRON 5
Eddie Brissette 1:15:10 419. Kim Mendall 1:29:49* Sherman Sep 6
Lucy Fortin 1:15:15* 420. Ellen Baldwin 1:30:27* —■-- --------- -----------—
Robert Tanner 1:15:17 421. David LeFavor 1:31:18
David Tarpinian 1:15:26 422. Scott Cook 1:31:40 1. Joe McGuire 26:08
Chris Cowen 1:15:37 423. Holly Bernstein 1:31:42* 2. Tim Robinson 28:59
Linda Patrick 1:15:38* 424. Norj Ahrens 1:33:37* 3. Loren Ritchie 29:49
Carol Wells 1:15:41* 425. Vincent Henderson 1:35:00 4. Rusty Taylor 29:49
Stephen O'Bryan 1:15:43 426. Lee Caldwell 1:35:19 5. Chris McAvoy 30:13
Matt Waddle 1:15:47 427. Peren Robbins 1:35:20 6. Lawrence Whipkey 30:16
Mark Pletts 1:15:48 428. Mary Henshaw 1:38:02* 7. Dave Smallwood 30:40
Hall Iverson 1:15:53 429. Perry Barnard 1:40:24 8. Mark Chasse 30:46
Richard Rhoads 1:15:59 430. David Rentz 1:40:43 9. Peter Ellis 30:50
Bill Howell 1:16:00 431. Scott Gagnon 1:41:37 10. Howie Dentremont 30:51
Dave Gugan 1:16:04 11. Rick McAvoy 32:17
Jennifer Beaulieu 1:16:12* Results courtesy of Rob .Jarratt 12. Mike Benar 32:56
John Kendall 1:16:13 the Good Sport 13. Brian Boyd 33:44
Wendy Miller 1:16:13* 14. Mark McNally 33:54
Thomas Doten 1:16:14 15. Gerald Michaud 34:14
Harold Jones 1:16:16 BRODE'S RESTAURANT 10 KILOMETER 16. Bill Roach 34:30
Frederick Clemens 1:16:17 Brunswick Sep 6th 17. Jon Ellis 34:54
Marion Leschey 1:16:18* —— 18. Robbie Waite 36:06
Joan Welch 1:16:19* 19. Carter Hall 36:22
Linda Woodward 1:16:33* 1. Thomas Leonard 32:33 20. Sandra Newman Levy 36:34*
Sarah LaGassey 1:16:37* 2. Rock Green 33:21 21. Jay Levy 36:34
Don Andrus 1:16:31 3. Larry Allen 33:26 22. Jerry Michaud 38:02
Beverly Johnson 1:16:49* 4. Lance Guiliani 33:38 23. Trevor McGuire 38:02
Maureen Ann Morin 1:16:56* 5. Eric McNett 33:49 24. Pat Blake 38:28
Marilyn Wilkoff 1:16:57* 6. Dale Dorr 25-27 No numbers
Colleen Bunker 1:16:58* 7. Mickey Lackey 28. Mike Woodward 39:05
Abigail Debevoise 1:17:04* 8. Mike Daly 29. Ginette McGuire 39:15*
George Furbish 1:17:05 9. John Leeming 30. Brian Roach 40:01
Steve Filler 1:17:24 10. Bill McDonald 31. Lisa Rush 40:16*
Julie Mira Berniker 1:17:25* 11. Chris Miller 32. Mike McLaughlin 40:48
Ralph Balr.ein 1:17:40 12. Rob Jarratt 33. Shawn McGuire 41:33
Mike Telles 1:17:41 13. Court Mathers 34. Lou Ellis 41:40
Stephen Elie 1:17:55 14. David DeLois 35. Benita Qualey 46:27*
Peter Havas 1:18:05 15. George Johnson 36. Becky Baltzer 46:27*
Kristina Gordon 1:18:08* 16. Bob Stuart 37. Robert Fritz 58:03
David Hyde, Jr. 1:18:10 17. Phil Hildreth 38. Chet McNally 58:54
David Sprague 1:18:11 18. Pete Galle
Wayne Hamilton 1:18:18 19. Bill Baker Results courtesy of Barry McLaughlin
Debbie Taylor 1:18:29* 20. Mike Hessler Race! Director
Donnajean Pohlman 1:18:34* 21. Bill Higbee
* * ********** ***** *
Perry Taylor 1:18:35 22. Mike Hendershot
Pat Kein 1:19:02 23. Sam Butcher
Carolyn Gayton 1:19:04* 24. Brian Cosgrove
Winnifred Wood 1:19:16* 25. Jon Brawn
Donald Cheetham 1:19:32 26. Donald Moser
27. Rob Hunt
CARIBOU “LABOR DAY ROAD RACE
4.3 Sep 6
1. Jeff Keaton 22:58
2. Bob Everett 23:26
3. Marlin Conrad 23:33
4. Rick Shelton 23:37
5. David Mangus 23:48
6. Jon Williams 23:56
7. Dan Bustard 24:13
8. Fred Steeves 24:19
9. Danny Bondeson 24:23
10. Matt Scott 24:37
11. Randy Wilcox 25:20
12. Herman Pelletier 25:34
13. Jim Cotton 25:48
14. Dan Harrigan 26:23
15. Don Davis 26:31
16. Conrad Walton (M) 26:33
17. Aldeo Rioux 26:33
18. Jeff Ashby 26:39
19. Mike Mendonca 26:53
20. Terry Edgett 27:05
21. Perrin Peterson 27:22
22. Katie Martin 27:38*
23. Danny Clark 27:47
24. Mike Carey 27:50
25. Vemard Lewis 28:08
26. John McCormack 28:24
27. Dave Griffith 28:30
28. Jim Buckley 28:35
29. Merle Bragg, Jr. 28:47
30. Kirk Cyr 28:56
31.
32. Paul LaPointe 29:05
33. Bret Thibodeau 29:08
34. Dave Maxey 29:10
35. Carol McElwee 29:12*
36. Peter Cuff 29:21
37. Jerry Tucker 29:33
38. Peter Buckley 29:45
39. Chris Griffiths 29:58
40. Rick Forbess 30:12
41. Mark Lewis 30:15
42. Ann Rioux 30:16*
43. Dave Belyea 30:19
44. Ben Maxey 30:21
45. Nancy Jackson 30:28*
46. Harry Taylor 30:30
47. Phil Brown 30:38
48. Julie Todd 30:38*
49. Bill Todd 30:39
50. Andy Buckley 30:54
51. Dana Giggey 31:22
52. Steve Cowan 31:23
53. Pat Maxey 31:29*
54. David Ouellette 31:42
55. Jeff Cyr 31:55
56. Gehrig Johnson 31:55
57. Owen Jackson 32:04
58. Bonnie Nelson 33:10*
59. Brian Pelletier 33:14
60. Denyse Pelletier 33:22*
61. Alton Wardwell 33:25
62. Tim McCormack 33:28
63. Ed Ryan 33:30
64. Kim May 33:36*
65. Art Thompson 33:37
66. George DeMerchant 33:41
67. Shaanon King 33:46*
68. Connie Cuff 33:47*
69. Bill David Schofer 34:06
70. Jim Daigle 34:10
71. Bob Zinck 34:24
72. Jeremy Griffiths 34:27
73. Andrea Lake 34:38*
74. Janel Duprey 34:46*
75. Hugh Hartman 34:53
76. Julius Marzul 35:11
77. Meritt Webster 35:15
78. Richard Hartford, Sr . 35:37
79. Becky Bouchard 35:37*
80. Donna Sund 35:37*
81. Dawn Jepson 35:37*
82. Ralph Ostlund 35:38
83. John O'Dea 35:38
84. Clark Brewer 35:47
85. Joanne Cyr 35:47
86. Gerri Plourde 36:43
37. Michael Peterson 36:51
88. Dan McCormack 37:01
89. Aaron Edgett 37:02
90. Frank Frost 37:35
91. Don Peters 37:43
92. Jeryl Atkinson 37:44
93. David Carlson 37:54
94. Eddie St. John 38:04
95. Richard Harhoug 38:05
96. Troy Pelletier 38:43
97. Benny Lilly 38:44
98. Laurie Duprey 39:02*
99. Jay Jackson 39:20
100. Mark Rains 39:40
101. Lisa Peters 41:09*
102. George LeBlanc 42:48
103. Grant Travis 43:15
104. Reggie Guerrette 51:36
105. John McElwee
106. James Jenkins
Results courtesy of Conrad Walton
Race Director
* * ********** * * * * *
20TH ANNUAL BANGOR LABOR DAY ROAD RACE
5.01 Miles Sep 6th
1. Mike Gaige 25:09
2. Henri Bouchard 26:16
3. Steve Russell 26:43
4. John Kosmoski 27:03
5. Steve Frederick 27:31
6. Larry Deans 27:34
7. Joe Radke 27:48
8. Ralph Freeze 28:04
9. Mike Cole 28:11
10. Phil Stuart 28:21
11. Dick Balentine 28:27
12. Mike Francis 28:42
13. Doug Craib 28:51
14. Brian McCrea 29:01
15. Phil St. Pierre 29:04
16. Len Price 29:21
17. Greg Potter 29:34
18. Ken Remsen 29:39
19. Al Howard 29:46
20. Ray Cormier (M) 29:48
21. Calvin True 29:55
22. Harold Nelson 30:07
23. Dave Torrey 30:08
24. John Hallee 30:10
25. Steve Swan 30:14
26. Kevin Kenney 30:16
27. William Janeway 30:24
28. Vaughn Holyoke 30:28
29. Robin Emery’ 30:38*
30. Charlie Nichols 30:45
31. Steve Palley 30:56
32. Cliff Hatfield 31:01
33. Dave Rose 31:37
34. Glenn Miles 31:42
35. Andy Luro 31:44
36. Mike Dore 31:44
37. Tim Quirion 31:45
38. Rick Demmons 31:51
39. Jeff Turner 31:52
40. Mike Lantz 31:59
41. Russ Bassett 32:06
42. Don Ardine 32:08
43. Frank Bragg 32:12
44. Frank Woodard 32:13
45. Jeannie Lewis 32:16*
46. Dan Koch 32:19
47. Jeff Brochu 32:21
48. Tim Parritt 32:21
49. Walt Luro 32:23
50. Kevin Rolfe 32:29
51. Steve Barber 32:31
52. Bill Pinkham 32:36
53. Richie Allen 32:38
54. Larry Rich 32:40
55. Ralph Knight 32:46
56. Dale Bailey 32:54
57. Dave Comeau 32:55
58. Pat Boss 32:55
59. Scott Dunning 32:56
60. Andrew Dolby 32:57
61. Ray Owen 32:58
62. Tom Lee 33:01
63. Prescott Paine 33:01
64. Gerald Krause 33:09
65. Bill Haskell 33:11
66. James Westhoven 33:12
67. Jo Comeau 33:15*
68. Craig Everett 33:17
69. Ralph McCampbell 33:17
7Q. Bernard Kubitz 33:25
71. Matt Ewing 33:28
72. Gerry Bryan 33:30
73. John Pfliderer 33:41
74. Richard Chipman 33:45
75. Bob Morrison 33:56
76. Jack Keefe 33:57
77. John Rubino 33:57
78. Craig Boyd 34:03
79. Dave Jones 34:07
80. Dave Van Doren 34:13
81. Mark Hardison 34:20
82. Jon Caine 34:31
83. Fred Merriam 34:32
84. Dave Breau 34:37
85. Bob Bolich 34:34
86. Lon Winchester 34:50
87. Gil Roderick 34:50
88. Hyla Tracy 34:59
89. John Wakely 35:07
90. Mark Chapman 35:08
91. Charlena Knight 35:13*
92. Ray Blaisdell 35:19
93. Tom Kirby 35:30
94. Terry Cousins 35:32
95. Danny Price 35:39
96. Dave Hibbard 35:43
97. Dick Davis 35:47
98. Lara Rosenburg 35:48*
99. Tim Brooks 35:49
100 . Guy Dunbar 35:49
101,. Chris Boyle 35:53
102,. Don Back 36:07
103.. Ken Lantz 36:10
104,. John Davis 36:25
105.. Charles Weld 36:26
106.. Bob Harvey 36:27
107.. Tony Joaquin 36:37
108.. Lori Holyoke 36:39*
109.. Dennis Morrill 36:40
110., Jeannette LaPlante 36:40*
111. Rick Liberty 36:47
112. Jimmy Davis 36:47
113. Eddie Brissette 36:52
114. Marie Johnson 36:59*
115. Tim Wiggins 37:02
116. Anne Loiselle 37:07*
117. Dick Spearing 37:07
118. Bill Lawlor 37:08
119. Cliff Brown 37:14
120. Harold Cross 37:16
121. Dan Estabrook 37:19
122. Ken Hodsdon 37:29
123. Mike Goodwin 37:30
124. Dick Goodie 37:38
125. Jenny Shea 37:41*
126. James Pendergast 37:41
127. Joe Savage 37:45
128. James Herring 37:48
129. Tom Severance 37:49
130. Jane Bragg 37:49*
131. Mark Thompson 37:53
132. Mike Anchors 37:55
133. Jim Martin 38:10
134. Mark Fitzpatrick 38:11
135. Richard Varney 38:17
136. Ken Hallee 38:23
137. Braden Alley 38:23
138. Miguel Muniz 38:26
139. Jack Cashman 38:32
140. Ken Edelston 38:32
141. Ralph Baldwin 38:33
142. Aurele Ouellet 38:45
143. Greg Randall 38:48
144. Dawn Fraser 38:51*
145. Wendell Porter 38:46
146. Nancy Remsen 39:01*
147.
148. Greg Bemis 39:04
149.
150. Bruce Sorkin 39:08
151. Jim Swan 39:29
152. Peter Tucker 39:30
153. Judy Doore 39:30*
154. Jan Washburn 39:50*
155. Deedra Beal 39:54*
156. Tom Earley 39:55
157. Karen Pooler 39:56*
158. Sherry Davis 39:57*
159. Steve Brochu 40:08
160. Jeff Taylor 40:11
161. Mark Adams 40:12
162. Rusty Foster 40:17
163. Missy Shea 40:27*
164. Robert Pendergist 40:34 49. Brenda Smith 25:54* MAD WITCH HALF MARATHON 1982
165. Nancy Graves 40:16* 50. Barbara Reidman 26:01* Brewer Sep 11
166. Harry Trask 40:37 51. Sheree Smith 26:24* ---
167. Hope Mills 40:49* 52. Terri Morris 26:41*
168. Rochelle Clemson 41:27* 53. Sean Stanley 27:03 1. Brian McCrea 1:20:20
169. 54. John Harvey 27:03 2. Phil St. Pierre 1:20:51
170. Donna Roberts 41:55* 55. Kevin Neales 27:30 3. Tom Doyle 1:21:18
171. Lisa Page 42:00* 56. Clint Felker 27:50 4. Barry McLaughlin 1:21:20
172. Frank Jewell 42:07 57. Patricia Flanders 28:32* 5. Mike Cole 1:22:57
173. Walter Capen 42:24 58. Jim Gurney 29:58 6. Cliff Rogers 1:23:29
174. Robert Libby 42:25 59. Wendy Ouelette 30:35* 7. Alan Howard 1:23:49
175. Kevin Griffen 42:51 60. Gwen Ouelette 30:36* 8. Steve Porter 1:24:40
176. William Barry 42:53 61. Robin Taxeras 30:57* 9. Steve Swan 1:24:49
177. Bill Arata 42:58 62. Patty Murchie 31:23* 10. Oskar Feichtinger 1:24:52
178. Joe Gould 43:17 63. Ruth Heffiefinger 31:26* 11. Mike Simoneau 1:25:02
179. Janet Carter 43:35* 64. Pat McGovern 31:30 12. Loren Ritchie 1:25:22
180. Bernie Rossetti 43:50 65. Rosemarie Wheeler 42:49* 13. Tim Robinson 1:25:40
181. Steven Johnson 43:54 14. James Sucec 1:25:42
182. Robert Foss 43:55 Portland Press Herald clipping 15. Cliff Hatfield 1:28:28
183. Greg Harvey 43:55 courtesy of Dennis Morrill 16. Bruce Twombly 1:30:27
184. 17. Vernard Lewis 1:31:41
185. Rick Biche 44:08 18. Bill Yates 1:31:46
186. Roger MacLeod 44:11 ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE INVITATIONAL 19. Frank Woodward 1:32:31
187. Marj LaLime 44:18* North Windham 4.5 miles Sep 11 20. Jeannie Lewis 1:32:44*
188. Betty Constantine 44:28* 21. Ken Sylvester 1:32:49
189. Michelle Kognt 44:30* 22. Steve Peterson 1:33:30
190. Tom Wood 45:13 1. Chipman UMPI 24:09 23. Steve Swindles 1:34:24
191. Ken Blaisdell 45:33 2. Hogan St. J 24:16 24. Steve Norton 1:34:27
192. Gary Larkin 46:31 3. Garcia St. J 24:22 25. Barbara Plank 1:34:34*
193. Dennis Carnes 47:42 4. D'Antonio SS 24:47 26. Dan Ardine 1:35:25
194. John Porter 48:21 5. Holt St. J 24:56 27. Martin Schiff 1:36:09
195. Judy Griffin 48:45* 6. Kenny St. J 25:00 28. Carol Roy 1:36:35*
196. Carole Baldwin 48:51* 7. Conrad UMPI 25:04 29. Michael Gaige 1:36:36
197. Perry Bernard 49:29 8. Crocker St. J 25:09 30. Vaughn Holyoke 1:37:52
198. Amanda Vanidestine 51:50* 9. Johnson St. J 25:20 31. Alan Michelson 1:38:18
199. Gretchen Kuhn 51:50* 10. Boynton H 25:21 32. Lori Michaud 1:38:34*
200. Sam Ouellet 55:48 11. Maguire St. J 25:41 33. Steven Lagasse 1:38:35
12. Jones SS 25:42 34. Richard Sayles 1:38:38
Results courtesy of Bob Booker 13. Holt St. J 25:44 35. Carroll Smith 1:39:26
Racet Director 14. Reilly St. J 25:45 36. Don Back 1:39:48
* * ********** * * * • • 15. Degolyer H 26:25 37. Doug Wentworth 1:40:32
16. Bourguard SS 26:45 38. Gil Roderick 1:41:01
2ND ANNUAL MUNJOY HILL FAMILY 5K 17. Scott UMPI 27:01 39. Gene Laplante 1:42:33*
?ortland Sep 11th 18. Williams St. J 27:14 40. Charlie Nichols 1:42:52
19. Altuator MMA 27:24 41. John Wakley 1:43:47
20. Debay SS 27:41 42. Laurin Gordon 1:46:33*
1. Werner Pobatschnig 15:51 21. Moceri SS 27:43 43. Margaret Johnson 1:46:40*
2. Danny Paul 15:59 22. Knight SMVTI 27:46 44. Lloyd Wentworth 1:49:32
3. George Towle 16:16 23. Marfed H 27:48 45. Lon Winchester 1:53:05
4. Jim Babb 16:41 24. Tetreault U 27:50 46. Betsy Barry 1:55:18*
5. Mark Hoffmaster 17:01 25. Averill MMA 27:55 47. David Van Doren 2:01:38
6. Peter Connolly 17:05 26. Matthews UMPI 27:55 48. Rochelle Clemson 2:03:20
7. Paul Fagone 17:51 27. Leonard MMA 28:21
8. Michael Cook 17:53 28. Cote MMA 28:22 Results courtesy of Rick Coyne
9. Stephen Fifford 18:14 29. Lambert H 28:27 Race Director
10. Michael Lally 18:16 30. Bailey UMPI 28:39
11. Scott Strout 18:35 31. Wilson H 29:03
12. Wesley Douglas 18:41 32. Clark U 29:08 ROD MCPHERSON MEMORIAL 5K ROAD RACE
13. Richard Neal 19:02 33. Burr U 29:36 Brewer Sep 11
14. Pete Lyons 19:10 34. Tosti u 30:24
15. Rip Dyer 19:15 35. Fournier MMA 30:30
16. Debbie Sawyer 19:18* 36. White U 30:37 1. Peter Millard 15:14
17. Peter Holloway 19:41 37. Pendegast U 31:51 2. John Williamson 15:40
18. Richard Whetstone 19:44 38. Beaumier u 32:25 3. Chuck Morris 15:46
19. David Dowling 19:54 39. Doyle u 32:31 4. Steve Frederick 15:53
20. Carleton Mendell 20:01 40. Forest SMVTI 32:57 5. Allen Pierce 15:56
21. Al Hardy 20:07 41. Watkins U 32:58 6. Kenny Letourneau 15:57
22. Bruce McFarland 20:13 42. Negrotti H 33:09 7. Larry Deans 16:00
23. Ken Fickett 20:14 43. Harvie SMVTI 33:31 8. Dick Balentine 16:02
24. Edward Gott 20:16 44. Schempp U 33:53 9. John Condon 16:03
25. Lee Crocker 20:18 45. Albert SMVTI 35:06 10. Mike Simensky 16:11
26. Charlie Ouelette 20:19 46. Glover SMVTI 35:12 11. Steve Dunlap 16:13
27. Scott Monroe 20:29 47. Rogeski U 35:13 12. Gary Coyne 16:16
28. Red Wagner 20:45 48. Nettles U 36:02 13. Dan Dearing 16:24
29. Jeff Nixon 20:46 49. Chudigian SS 36:21 14. Lee Stover 16:28
30. Natalie Buzzell 21:10* 50. Beltz H 47:23 15. Jody Norton 16:32
31. Pete Thaxter 21:25 16. Glen Holyoke 16:56
32. Kermit Lipez 21:33 17. Dana Maxim 17:24
33. B. Ross 21:41 St. Joseph's 24 (7--0) 18. Ray Cormier (M) 17:40
34. John Oulette 22:15 Salem State 69 19. Gary Wright 18:07
35. Paul Libby 22:29 UMPI 78 20. Barry Batey 18:12
36. Colin Buxton 22:30 Hawthorne 104 21. Dave Rose 18:16
37. Roland Adams 22:36 MMA 129 22. Ed Rice 18:35
38. Lenora Felker 22:39* Unity 154 23. Cornelius Russell 18:40
39. Rosalyn Randall 23:01* SMVTI 191 24. Andy Dolby 18:45
40. Patrick McInerney 23:10 25. Mike Doore 18:53
41. Deborah Huston 23:15* Results courtesy of Ziggy Gillespie 26. Clinton McGrath 18:57
42. Judy LaFontaine 23:33* * * ****** ****** * * * * 27. Bill Higgins 19:04
43. Denny Morrill 23:43 28. Roger Johnstone 19:06
44. Ray Heffiefinger 24:04 29. Rick Demmons 19:08
45. Michael Carleton 24:46 30. Frank Bragg 19:13
46. Charles Micolean 24:51 31. Craig Everett 19:36
47. John Murchie 25:23 32. Jim McCormack 19:36
48. Maryann McDonald 25:24* 33. Lonnie Stevenson 19:37
34. Howard Dunn 19:39 128. Paul Paulson 34:16 62. Peter Spooner 50:38
35. Scott Dunnings 19:51 129. Sarah White 35:05* 63. Robert Kivlin 50:42
36. Brent Leighton 20:00 130. Jennifer Washburn 35:06* 64. Sarah Roy 51:07*
37. Kevin Ritchie 20:04 131. Jennifer Lynch 35:54* 65. Nancy Beward 51:20*
38. Gerry Krause 20:15 132. Katie McPherson 36:02* 66. Dennis Morrill 51:59
39. John Nash 20:23 133. Jill Kiah 36:07* 67. Dick Sabal 52:34
40. Ray Pratt 20:25 134. Dennis Kiah 36:08 68. Goff French 53:40
41. Ken Jarvis 20:32 135. Deidra McTigue 36:46* 69. David Christie 54:17
42. Mark Hardison 20:51 136. Mary Ellen Moon 36:48* 70. Rene Laliberte 54:28*
43. Tom Kriby 20:52 137. Lisa Rogers 36:49* 71. Tory Rau 55:23*
44. Mark Stover 20:58 138. Joe Childers 37:43 72. Karen Daigneault 55:39*
45. John Sucec 21:01 139. Andy Kiah 38:08 73. Mariane Steinhacker 55:41*
46. Frank Ireland 21:07 140. Betty Kiah 38:08* 74. Connie Towne 55:49*
47. Paul Guerin 21:09 141. Arthur Rideout 38:41 75. Danny Dyer 56:01
48. Lona Wright 21:12* 142. Norman Lunn 38:43 76. Cathy Luce 57:20*
49. Steve Veilleux 21:14 143. Judy Lucas 38:43* 77. Carroll Dyer 58:14
50. Tony Joaquin 21:36 144. John Lynch 38:55 78. Marj LaLime 58:27*
51. Jim Cox 21:46 145. Eileen McTigue 40:09* 79. Deborah Ingalls 58:34*
52. Bruce Nyr 22:03 146. Heather Rideout 40:11* Chester Ingalls 58:34
53. Jane Bragg 22:06* 147. Zaxen Krause 41:44 81. James Smith 58:38
54. Joe Savage 22:09 148. Betsy Moon 48:26* 82. Peter Paradis 58:42
55. Mike Vittum 22:10 149. Laurie Robertson 48:26* 83. Barbara Kennedy 58:47*
56. John Henderson 22:10 150. Bonnie Rideout 48:55* 84. Del Drovin 58:48
57. Ed Budd 22:12 151. Joanne McIntosh 49:02* 85. Jean Pernice 58:49*
58. Gregg Randall 22:17 86. David Shorette 60:11
59. Lynne Vickery 22:21* Results courtesy of Bill MacManus 87. Roger Lightbody 61:03
60. Wendell Porter 22:29 Race Director 88. David Boynton 61:59
61. Jon Dickhaut 22:42 * * ********** ****** 89. John Lachance 64:53
62. Dave Doore 22:44 90. Zonda Keene 71:14*
63. Judy Doore 22:50* DYER - SENTINEL CLASSIC 10K 91. Mike Burns 72:28
64. Andrea Pelletier 22:53* Winslow Sep 12th 92. Jim Bickford 84:26
65. Jan Washburn 22:59*
66. Eric Burger 23:08 Fun Run 2 Mile
67. Greg Harvey 23:08 1. Kim Wettlaufer 33:15
68. Cindy Lemke 23:12* 2. Stan Bickford 35:13 1. Paul Veilleux 11:35
69. Marty McCrea 23:29 3. Peter Lessard 35:29 2. John Kiernan 12:24
70. Jason Gould 23:30 4. Chris McMann 36:07 3. Gerald Fortin 14:25
71. Seth Harrow 23:31 5. Dave Baird 36:35 4. Tom Begin 15:32
72. Nancy Graves 23:31* 6. John James 37:22 5. Keith Caron 15:37
73. Leo Emerson 23:44 7. Michael Cook 37:39 6. Kathy Dali 15:53*
74. Cindy Wilber 23:56* 8. Robert Hagopian 38:07 7. Mark Hallee 16:03
75. Bob Harvey 23:57 9. Carroll Caron 38:16 8. Allison Dali 17:41*
76. Sherri Treat 24:02* 10. Paul Pelletier 38:22 9. Zaxen Krause 23:45
77. Janet Carter 24:07* 11. Burt Haggett 38:52 10. Theresa Fortin 23:52*
78. Chuck Shepley 24:16 12. Steve Duboud 38:56 11. Jeannie Pernice 23:53*
79. Tracy Savage 24:24* 13. Mark Jose 39:05
30. Ric Pelkey 24:27 14. Ed Raiola 39:42 Results courtesy of Gene Roy
31. Karen Pooler 24:27* 15. Peter Lynch 39:57 Race Director
82. Chris Hamilton 24:28 16. Travis Wood 40:00 * * ***********• * * * * *
33. Walter Dickhaut 24:31 17. Ken Coan 40:26
84. Joe Gould 24:34 18. Dick Flewelling 40:27 SRI CHINMOY 3 MILE RACE
85. John Dougherty 24:47 19. Paul Veilleux 40:27 Brunswick Sep 12
86. Joe Walsh 25:01 20. Bryant Bourgoin 40:31
87. Ricky Robertson, Jr. 25:26 21. Albert Fortin 40:35
88. Tom Homsted 25:36 22. Rodney Kilkenny 40:42 1. Kevin McCarthy 15:51
89. Rene Collins 25:39 23. Chris Lyford 40:46 2. John Leeming 16:02
90. Nikki McKeen 25:39* 24. Karen McCann 40:54* 3. Dale Dorr 16:29
91. Larry Collins 25:39 25. Dennis Hayes 41:08 4. Steve Palmer 16:52
92. Roger McLeod 26:18 26. Barry Hopkins 41:09 5. Rob Jarratt (M) 16:58
93. Owen Thomas 26:34 27. David Bushey 41:38 6. Larry Walden 17:04
94. Bob Morse 26:38 28. Alfred Sherhy 42:17 7. Steve Sargent 17:09
95. Larry Freeman 26:43 29. Paul Merrill 42:20 8. David DeLois 17:26
96. Bob Soulas 26:51 30. Ed Dovin 42:23 9. Jon Wolkow 17:57
97. Dale Violette 27:09 31. Dan Dyer 42:45 10. Bill Higbee 18:12
98. Dave Moon, Jr. 27:21 32. Robert Cuthberson 42:49 11. Roberta Hickman 13:45*
99. Keith McKeen 27:33 33. Gary Blascke 42:56 12. Frederick Ward 18:49
100. John Lynch 27:35 34. David Blair 42:58 13. Chcuk Lutes 19:16
101. Perry Barnard 27:37 35. Paul Dali 43:02 14. Bruce Pooler 19:32
102. Gary Hughes 27:40 36. Gary Thornbere 43:04 15. Barry Lohnes 19:38
103. Bernard Turner 27:42 37. Kevin Burns 43:23 16. Stephen Hart 19:42
104. Shawn McPherson 27:47 38. Fred Karter 43:46 17. Tracy Pooler 19:42*
105. Alejandeo Moreno 28:02 39. Skip Daggett 44:27 18. Nancy Bruce 19:43*
106. Ronnie Ellis 28:02 40. John Brier 44:39 19. Bruce Pooler, Sr. 19:59
107. Dave Moon, Sr. 28:13 41. Bob Clark 44:48 20. Cathy Jarratt 20:11*
108. Brad Crothers 28:19 42. Gary Bouchard 45:16 21. Bud Cherry 20:26
109. Barry Wilber 28:32 43. John Schwerdel 45:37 22. Linda McNett 20:52*
110. Ric Robertson, Sr. 28:48 44. Frazier Cocks 45:40 23. Steve Sanford 20:57
111. Steve Bond 28:49 45. J.P. Caret 45:58 24. Don Cheetham 21:00
112. Kristie Dorr 28:53* 46. Timothy Ames 46:09 25. Marilyn Wilkoff 21:16*
113. Julienne Waring 29:01* 47. James Moore, Jr. 46:11 26. Steve Douglas 21:25
114. Debbie Thomas 29:06* 48. Kim Haynes 47:05* 27. Nancy Dorr 21:29*
115. Pat Quackenbush 29:13 49. Cleon Cook 47:38 28. Wendy Pooler 21:38*
116. Dan McLeod 29:23 50. Celeste Fortin 47:46* 29. Roger LaJeunesse 21:41
117. Guy Copeland 29:38 51. Mark Hardison 47:56 30. Leonard Rainey 21:58
118. Jon Collins 30:00 52. Lucien Lessard 48:01* 31. William Miller 22:28
119. Bob Collins 30:03 53. Richard Chipman 48:18 32. Marjorie Force 22:37*
120. Jim Gilbert 30:14 54. Blanchard Hupper 48:26 33. Guy Cote 22:53
121. Aaron Thomas 30:17 55. David Hibbard 48:56 34. John Lougee 23:00
122. Amy White 30:33* 56. Tom Kirby 49:02 35. Pamela LaJeunesse 23:03*
123. Betsy Jones 30:37* 57. Jon Ives 49:05 36. Gregory Ketchum 23:07
124. Phylis Worthley 31:11* 58. Brian Hall 49:20 37. Devon Chesterton 23:13*
125. Ric Page 31:40 59. Boyd Snowdon 49:29 38. Lawrence Barron 23:58
126. Bob Page 31:40 David Spooner 49:29 39. Georgina Field 24:08*
127. Margie Goodman 32:31* 61. Jerri Bushey 50:00 40. Hannah Gibbs 24:11*
41. Cheryl Pooler 24:43*
42. Debbie Beal 24:44*
43. Susan Lohnes 25:07*
44. Beth White 26:27*
45. Robin Walden 26:54*
46. Erica Ingersoll 27:35*
47. Sue Blood 27:38*
48. Colby Holt 28:25
49. Preston Wilins 28:27
50. Debra Hart 29:05*
TROPHIES
AWARDS
Results courtesy of Sukanya Csenge 
Sir Chinmoy Running Club
******************
wnnu/usn
Junior
Olympics
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP AGES 8-18 & OPEN
Maranacook Community School 
November 14th - $2.00
Join Ils At Benjamin’s 10K
LOOK FOR YOUR
20%
DISCOUNT CARD
IN YOUR RACE PACK
I I 11 M4I ll ‘S
HOGAN ROAD • 947-1168 • BANGOR, MAINE 04401 
VISIT OUR OTHER LOCATIONS 
ROCKLAND • PRESQUE ISLE • OLD TOWN • AUBURN
Sporting Goods
MAINE SAVINGS BANK
FOURTH ANNUAL
Guide to Road Racing 
in New England
Thursday, November 25, 1982
10:00 a.m. Registration begins at 8:30 a.m.
PLACE: Augusta Civic Center. Augusta, Maine. 
(Race course maps available at registration booth.) 
Showers and refreshments will be available to all.
AWARDS:
FREE Maine Savings running gloves 
to the first 200 finishers in each race.
Trophies and frozen turkeys will be awarded in 
the following categories in each race.
First male..................... Second male ...........
First female ................. Second female ........
GASPING GOBBLER
THANKSGIVING PAY ROAD RACE___________
10,000 METERS (6.2 MILES) AND 2 MILE ROAD RACE 
FINISHING TIMES SHOWN BY LARGE DIGITAL CLOCK
First male and female :
14 and under 19-29 40-49
15-18 30-39 50 and over
REGISTRATION:
$4.00 fee for 10K race. $3.00 fee for the 2 mile race.
COURSE RECORDS:
10K Men, Gerry Clapper, Bucksport, Maine —
32.06 (1979)
Women, Margaret Clapper, Bucksport, Maine — 
42.26 (1979)
2 Mile Men, Arnold Adams, Sr., Thomaston, Maine — 
11.04 (1981)
Women, Lisa Dodge, Readfield, Maine 12.12 (1981) 
Marty Thornton, Hallowell, Maine —
12.12 (1981)
REGISTRATION:
I
I
I
I
Make checks payable to Maine Savings Bank.
Name _______In consideration of this entry being accepted I for 
myself, my heirs, administrators and assigns, hereby 
waive and release any and all rights, and claims I may 
have against the sponsors of this event. I also release 
the rights to all photographs to the sponsors of the 
race for current or future publicity purposes.
MAIL TO:
Robert J. Jolicoeur CHECK ONE
Maine Road Ramblers □ 10K
P.O. Box 264
Augusta, Maine 04330 □ 2 Mile
Address 
City___
Telephone
Fastest 10K time to date 
Signature of participant .
_ State 
Male _
Age
.Zip.
Female
If under 18, must be signed by parent or guardian.
I
I
I
Sponsored by Maine Savings Bank in cooperation with the Maine Road Ramblers 
and the Augusta Recreation Department.
For additional information, please contact race directors Dave Jowdry (207) 622-7787 or Bob Jolicoeur (207) 775-4121
VETERANS DAY ROAD RAGES 
Augusta, Maine
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1982 HODGKINS SCHOOL 10:00 a.m.
jhll j)rirueds hr 'ftiwrtUM fyark$ssoi>.
g^American Heart
^^Association
® __
Road Races
Half-marathon e 5K runs
Thursday, November 11, 1982
lO’-OO ~ half * marathon 1O'15 - 5K
Hodgkins School, Malta Street, Augusta
SHOWER AND RESTROOM FACILITIES AVAILABLE
Prizes will be awarded to the top 3 (three) men finishers and top 2 (two) 
women finishers as well as to the first finishers in the following divisions:
MEN
14 and under 
15-18 
35-39 
40-49
50 and over
X
X
X
X
5K
X
X
X
X
X
WOMEN tyl 5K
18 and under X X
35-39 X X
40 and over X X
Prizes will be awarded after the h Marathon at' the Elks Lodge on Winthrop Street
COURSE DESCRIPTION ON REVERSE SIDE
Marathon Course Record:
Men: Kurt Lauenstein 
Women: Grace Amoroso
1:07:09 (81)
1:26:24 (81)
Registration  fee  of  $4.00 before  November  4th  and  a  
$5.00 FEE AFTER NOVEMBER 4TH AND ON RACE DAY FROM 8:30-9:45
Free Lunch e Beer for All Registrants
SPONSORED BY: Wiscasset Recreation Department. Tel. 882-7533.
WHEN:
WHERE:
COURSE:
Sunday, November 7th, 1982. 1:00 p.m. "Fun Run" - noon.
Start and finish at Wiscasset High School, Rte. 27.
(Changing and shower facilities available.)
A 4.4-MILE loop on paved and dirt rural roads. A challenging 
course featuring several rolling hills. Finish on W.H.S . 
track.
AWARDS: DIVISIONS Male
14 & Under 1
18 & Under
15-18 1
19-29 1
30-39 1-2
40 & Over 1
Wiscasset Resident 1
Female
Also, Commemorative 
1 T-Shirts to the first
100 registrants.
1
1
1
1
’“'Overall Race Winner shall receive a $25.00 gift certificate from 
YANKEE SPORTS FACTORY OUTLET, Rte. 1, Wiscasset.
* Additional awards donated by various Wiscasset area merchants.
* Trophies.
REGISTRATION & ENTRY FEE: $3.50. (1.2 Mile "Fun Run" - .500) 
Completed registration form and entry fee may be forwarded to:
* Post-entries accepted from
(11-12:30 p.m.) on race date.
* Please make checks payable to 
the Wiscasset Recreation Dept.
Donald I. Brewer, Race Director 
Wiscasset Recreation Department 
Municipal Building
Wiscasset, Maine 04578
YOU1RE INVITED to participate in the fourth 
annual Marine Corps Reserve Semper Five cross 
country race to be held in Topsham on 7 Nov ’82.
The past three races have been very successful 
wit runners particpipating from throughout the 
sta^e. We hope to be more competitive this year 
by attracting a larger field. Help us pass the 
word by passing the extra form on to a fellow 
runner.
* The race will be held at 1:00 pm on 7 Nov ’82.
* The race is a five mile cross country race that 
starts and finishes at the Marine Corps Reserve 
Training Center in Topsham, Maine. Last years best 
time was 26 minutes and 40 seconds.
* The entry fee is $ 4.00. Mail entries must be 
received by 1 Nov ’82. The first 100 mail entrants 
will receive a free race T-shirt. Walk-in entrants, 
must register at the Reserve Training Center by 
1230, 7 Nov ’82.
* AWARDS: Plaques will be presented to the fastest 
male and female racers in the following categories: 
17 and under, 18-29, 30-42, 43 and older.
* The course is a circular course that starts and 
finishes at the Marine Reserve Training Center. A 
majority of the course runs through wooded trails' 
between Mount Ararat and the Fairgrounds. Runners
must traverse a \ mile section of hard surface road.The course will be marked by 8:00 am on 
the day of the race and guides will be provided beginning at 10:00 am. Last tour of the 
course leaves at 12:00 noon. Shower facilities are available at the Training Center.
* Directions: From Main Street in Brunswick, cross the Androscoggin River Bridge and 
proceed along route 201 for 2 miles. At the Flashing light turn right into the Naval Air 
Station Annex. Follow the signs to the Training Center. From Route 95 take the Topsham 
exit. Follow route 196 towards Topsham until it intersects with route 201. Turn left onto 
201 and follow it for mile until you come to the flashing light outside the Annex. Turn 
right into the Annex and follow the signs. If you see the big green water tower you are 
on the right track.
* This event is sponsored by the Maine Marine Reserves. For further information call: 
Day - Capt GRIFFIN at 921-2360. Evenings - Capt BUTLAND at 829-5357.
SEMPER FIVE ENTRY FORM
NAME: __________________________________________________ AGE: ______  MALE __ FEMALE __  SHIRT SIZE ______
ADDRESS________________________________________________________________________________________________________
I hereby release the United States Government, Marine Corps Reserve, the race Director and 
Co ttee from any liability for damage or injury resulting from participation in the 
Semper Five Foot Race.
SIGNATURE ______________________________  PARENT if 18 or younger __________ __________________ ____
Mail entry fee to Marine Corps Reserve, Topsham Annex, Topsahm, Maine 04086. Make checks
T» S31 O t'rA Q omn a-tr T? -i "D <~> C o-rn-rm* +- +- nn
CANOE
BIKE
RUN
SPONSORED BY THE 
WALDO COUNTY YMCA
HIGH SCHOOL
. 1
DRINK AFTER.
The Waldo County challenge
2-PERSON TEAK TRIATHLON
NOVEMBER 7, 1982 
in Belfast, Me.
RACE TIME: 12:15 pm
REGISTRATION: IN ADVANCE, OR 10:30 - 11:30 am AT BELFAST AREA 
ENTRY FEE: $17/TEAM T-SHIRTS FOR ALL WHO PREREGISTER BY NOV
SHOWER AND LOCKER FACILITIES AVAILABLE; POOL SWIM, FOOD AND :
Each triathlon team must be comprised of two people. ’’The Challenge” 
begins with both team members doing the 3-mile canoe course (tidal flatwater on 
the mouth of the Passagassawakeag River, from ’’City Point” to Belfast City 
Park). With the completion of the canoe leg of the race, one team member 
must then do the 18.6 mile bicycle course (Belfast-Waldo-Swanville-Belfast) .
The final leg of the triathlon, a 6.2 mile run (Broiler Festival/Bay Festival 
course) will be completed by the other team member. The race will be clocked 
as continuous time - thus a team should begin the next leg as soon as finishing 
the previous one. Pit crews to help with equipment, etc., are allowed.
The ”Y” will have water stops on both the bicycle and running courses, 
in addition to having people at Belfast City Park to watch the bicycles while 
the canoe race is in progress.
AWARDS: TROPHIES AND PRIZES TO THE VARIOUS CLASS AND AGE GROUP WINNERS OF THE
TRIATHLON, PLUS FOR THE BEST INDIVIDUAL TIMES IN EACH TRIATHLON EVENT.
CLASSES: I (2 MALES) II (2 FEMALES) III (1 MALE, 1 FEMALE)
DIVISIONS: BY AGE- COMBINED TEAM AGE A (40 & under) B (41-65) C (66-200)
THE ’’CHALLENGE” RECORDS FOR THE 
TRIATHLON: 2 men: 22:17:48
CANOE 2 men: 31*32
BIKE male: i•oq .rq
RUN ma1e: 35*11
BEST PARENT/OFFSPRING TRIATHLON
VARIOUS EVENTS 
2 women 
2 women 
female: 
female:
TIME:
ARE AS FOLLOWS:
3:25:36
45:48
1:15:55
47:49
mixed: 
mixed:
2:39:14
39:27
3:11:20
IT’S ALOT OF FUN! COME TRY IT!
TEAM REGISTRATION
NAME____________________________________________ AGE_________ SHIRT SIZE (in male s,m,l,xl)___________
MAILING ADDRESS_______________________________________________________ PHONE_________________
NAME______________________________ ___ _________ AGE__________ SHIRT SIZE__________________
MAILING ADDRESS________ __ _____________________________________________ PHONE_____________ _
CLASS: I_______ II_______ III________
RETURN TO:
AGE DIVISION: A_______ B___________________ C_________ WALDO COUNTY YMCA
PO BOX 163 
BELFAST, ME. 04915(207)338-4598
1982 WESTBROOK 
KIWANIS CLUB
5 MILE ROAD RACE
10:00 AM-SATURDAY 
OCTOBER 30th
T-Shirts to First 100 Registered
Trophies & Awards in Various Age Groups 
Maps of Course Available Race Day 
Start & Finish — Westbrook Recreation Department
Main Street — Westbrook
Entry Fee — $3.00
Wheel Measured
Sponsored by Westbrook Kiwanis Club
WESTBROOK KIWANIS CLUB 5 MILE ROAD RACE
Name________________________Age_________ Male_________ Female_________
Address_________________________City_____________________State___________
ShirtSize:__ S ___ M ___ L ___ XL
I release Westbrook Kiwanis Club and the City of Westbrook from any and all claims in conjunction 
with said 5 mile run.
Signature: _____________________________________________Mail to: Arnold Clark
RFD #1 Walker Road 
Kennebunk, Maine 04043 
207-985-3167
I
5 L Joseph J~lo$yitat Jatfjfcn
DATE : Saturday, October 9, 1982
WHERE : ST. JOSEPH HOSPITAL (Parking Lot) 
297 Center Street 
Bangor, Maine 04401
DISTANCE : 5 Kilometers (3.1 miles)
TIME : 10:00 A.M.
297 Center Street 
ST. JOSEPH HOSPITAL 
Bangor, Maine 04401
ENTRY FEE: $2.50 Registration Fee-Payable with Registration - No T-Shirts
$5.00 Registration Fee with T-Shirts
Make Checks Payable To: St. Joseph Hospital
c/o Ambulatory Health Services Department
PRE-REGISTRATION & REGISTRATION: 9:00 A.M.
T-SHIRT TO THE FIRST 100 ENTRANTS
RIBBONS WILL BE AWARDED IN THE FOLLOWING DIVISIONS:
1st - 3rd Men's Open
1st - 3rd Women's Open
1st - 3rd Men's Masters Over 40
1st - 3rd Women's Masters Over 40
Youngest Finisher
Oldest Finisher
1st - 3rd Boys & Girls (10 & Under) 
1st - 3rd Boys (11 to 15)
1st - 3rd Girls (11 to 15)
1st - 3rd St. Joseph Employee-Men 
1st - 3rd St. Joseph Employee-Women
FEATURES: One Aid Station’At Midway. Point (Includes Time) 
Finish Time
Proceeds From Run Will Go To The Development Fund
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
IN CONSIDERATION OF THIS ENTRY BEING ACCEPTED, I FOR MYSELF, MY HEIRS, AND
ASSIGNS HEREBY WAIVE AND RELEASE ANY AND ALL RIGHTS AND CLAIMS I MAY HAVE
AGAINST THE SPONSORS OF THIS RACE.
NAME__________________________________ADDRESS_______________________________M____  F____
AGE__________ DIVISION ENTERING_________________________________________________________
SIGNATURE____________________________________________________________ SIZE S M L XL
SIGNATURE OF PARENT OR GUARDIAN FOR THOSE UNDER 18
WELLNESS RUN 
3.1 miles
fn
ow
re
om
ep
»-
j .S
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Start at fire station, proceed up Montgomery, 
right on Fountain, left on Linden, right on 
Kenduskeag, left on Bruce Rd., right on Valley 
Ave., right up Kenduskeag, left at Linden and 
back in the same route.
Sfa+ion
TP ST.
ST. JOSEPH HOSPITAL
An Invitation to the
QUAKER
HILL
CHALLENGE
10 km Cross-Country/Road Race
Sponsored By
UNITY COLLEGE
45 minutes via Rt 202 Bangor 4 Augusta, 30 minutes via Rt 139 Waterville 
Wheel measured
Sat., Oct. 2 at 10 A.M. at Unity College, Unity Maine
Registration closes 9:45 A.M. day of race
1980 Records Danial Fishbein 34:02, Paula Rneeland 43:48
Run through scenic country side with finish in Unity village
Changing room and showers in college gym
Water stops, splits
Awards: First ten finishers
First three finishers in age groups male and female 
Mean runner
Last runner
Entry fee: $2.00, Make checks payable to Ed Raiola
Send entry fee to the Quaker Hill Challenge, c/o Unity College on Quaker 
Hill, Unity Maine, 04988
Race Directors Ed Raiola & Jerry Cinnamon 948-3131
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FLYERS IN MAINE RUNNING
Do you want to reach a great many 
runners without a great deal of hassle? 
Why not put your race application in 
Maine Running Magazine. Here’s all 
you do:
Send me 700 flyers by the 20th of 
the month prior to the issue you want 
your flyer to appear in and a check 
for $15. (Number of flyers will go 
up substantially in June, July and 
August) or...send us one photo ready 
copy of your flyer and $50 and we’ll 
print it for ya.
* * *
ATTENTION CAPITALISTS
Do you have a business that profits 
from physically active people?
How about advertising in Maine 
Running? More than a 1,000 con-
sumers read it each month.
full page $50 a month; $500 per year
half page $30 a month; $300 per year
\ page $17.50 a month; $175 per year
If you can come up with some kinky
var iat ion on the above rates, run
them by me. I’m game.
fTjhronomix
The only way to handle large race 
fields .
$50 per race
Let us know well in advance of your
event so that we can reserve it for
you on that day.
HOW DO I SUBSCRIBE TO MR?
WHERE CAN I PICK UP A COPY OF 
MAINE RUNNING?
Have you woken up in the middle of the 
night lately asking yourself, ”1 know 
where I get my Maine Running each month 
but where should I tell all the people 
who ask me where to go to get theirs?”
Rest easy. Help is here at last. You 
will never have to miss another precious 
moment of rest, for the answer is here:
BUY MAINE RUNNING AT:
“OLYMPIA SPORT IN SOUTH PORTLAND
*THE GOOD SPORTS IN BRUNSWICK
*THE ATHLETIC ATTIC IN AUBURN
“PETER WEBBER IN WATERVILLE
“HASKELL & CORTHELL IN CAMDEN
“ATHLETIC ATTIC IN BANGOR 
“GOLDSMITH'S SPORTING GOODS IN BANGOR 
“HASKELL'S SPORTING GOODS IN BAR HARBOR 
“GOLDSMITH'S SPORTING GOODS IN P.I. 
“WILLEY'S IN ELLSWORTH 
“LIFE SPORTS OF ELLSWORTH 
“NORTHERN LIGHTS IN FARMINGTON 
“GOLDSMITH'S IN ROCKLAND
All you need to do is send the bottom part of this page to the address 
on the title page along with a check for $15 and we’ll send you the mag.
N ame____
Address
Zip__________________ MAINEl £?
Make checks payable to Maine Running

